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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTJ:O;N 
Statement of the Problem 
rn t!he investigation of electrical properties of semie<:md1,1cting 
solids I results are usually obtained which reflect ,;1 composit;;e of 
bulk and ,urface characteristics, That the surfa~e prope;ties should 
differ from those of the bulk is a direct conseq1Jence of the boundary 
vahie nat1;1re of the problem. Inasmuch as surfaoe prop!;:!:r:ties oftei:i. 
control the electrical behavior of a semiconduct;o:r:, it is desirable 
to perform experiments which. separate surface efhct& from those e;,f 
the bulk and define the nature and extent of the difference, 
Although a theoretical basis for the e~istence of electronic 
energy·states unique to the surface regions o:l; semiconducting or 
insulatiqg cryi;;talline materials has been known ('li:nce sh<n::tly f!fter 
the ;:idven,t of quantum mechanicsi the·investigat:(.on of thesfi:l ·stat:es 
and their ef:fects in various materials has become of apprec:i.able 
interest only during the· l,;1st fifteen years. . The mater:iah most 
iµtep.sely studied, owiI1g to their applications in elec;:tronic;:s 1 a:i:ie 
the semiconducting elements germanium and.silicon, (1~8). 
Still more recentlyi the discovery that· the performance of certain 
photc;;,c;onch1cti.ng oxides is· linked directly ,with adsorption .phenomena 
compoun.d.semic;onductors, Among the oxides ·in which such effects have 
1 
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rh~·pre1;1el1t-study wtll be concerned with-the-relationship of 
~urfac~ procf:lsses-to the.electricd,propert:Les of monocryi;italline 
s~mples o:f; stannic o;dde. 
Stannic O~ide 
-- Stannic o;xide~ the chemicd -formula for which is; SpQ2 1 ;i.~ · on~ of ·a 
· structµre coWTionly refe1;red to as the -rutile st;ructut"e. -l'he · latt:ice 
·0 0 
dimeJ:lsions are a ::; 4. 72 A and c :,;: 3 .16 -A, giving a .c/a 'l;"~ti,o of O. 6695, 
·. 'l;'h:1.s substance occurs naturally 1;1s the mineral Ci!HHlitedte 1 a1;'1.d is very 
,st;able c.b.ei;nicaUy, resisting action by.the strqngest of acids and bein$ 
rea.dily.decompol'.led o"O.ly by hot SGllutions of 13odium hydro:Ki..de or potassium 
·.h:ydroxide, it is soluble 011ly -i:n certain o:ddes at temperat1,1res above 
. the JDelting.poi,nts of these o~ides and c;,.annot be obJ:;ained :i,n-a liq1,1id 
state at ordinary.pressures, decomposing from the solid phase above 16Q0°C . 
. ,or these reasons, . the growth of. artitic;:ial si:q.gle cryi,ta.h of a 
§ize sµ,it;able fc;rr laboratory, w15>rk has proved to· be c:1 Eii;>mewhat elusive 
prgcess. · The prep,;1ration of microscepic stannh oxi,de crystah by 
tieat;.ip.g !;iti!;lm:i,:i,.c oxide powder in a, stream of hydroge-n. chloric;le gal:! wai 
t'epgrted more than a century.ago byJ;>evi1le (17), bt,1t only,recently has 
tpe gr~wth o:1;. macroscopic -single crystals been accQI!!pU.shed, (18). 
A vapo~ phase technique was employed. 
Vi,rtually. a.11- published work ,desedbing the optical .anc;i ele9tdc1;11 
.specimens,. thin -polycrystall:i,ne films~ ot press~d -powders. · Seve:t;tal 
~tudies o~ the optical absorption c;1nd electrical con41,1ctivity hav~ 
been reported, with resulting values of the forbidden energy gap raqg• 
ing from ,;:1bout 3,3 eV to 4,1 eV. (19,-23), As a rule, the higher values 
were obtained in measurements of conductivity at high temperatures, while 
the lower values came from measurements of the fundamental optical 
absorption edge, However, Ishiguro, et al (23), .report a value near 4 
eV from room .temperature optical measurements on thin films. 
The semiconducting properties of many of the natural samples 
which were used in this study had previously been investigated, 
Room temperature optical absorption edge values corresponding to band 
gap values of 3.45 eV and 3.47 eV have been reported by Northrip (24) 
,;:1nd ~elski (25), respectively, Electrical conductivity has been 
measured by Northrip (24) and Tolly (26), Hall mobility and carrier 
density by Tolly (26), and photoconductive response by Hurt (27). 
Although no detailed picture of the conduction mechanism in these 
samples can be presented on the basis of measurements to date, a 
broad~ band model wi.th the possibility of some impurity band conduction 
is favored. (28), In this respect, then, stannic oxide may resemble 
materials such as zinc oxide more closely than the structurally 
sinrllar rutile form of titanium dio:idde, which is characterized by 
conduction in a narrow 3d~band. (29). 
Specific properties of the samples used will be discussed in 
Chap~er III. For a review of the earlier in\vestigations of the 
properties of stannic oxide and materials of related interest the 
reader is referred to Northrip (24), 
Surface Effects in Oxides 
The effects of primary interest are those in which.interactions 
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of the surface with the surrounding gaseous ambient produce alterations 
in the electrical properties of the oxide. This usually involves sorp-
tion phenomena, which are concerned with the attachment of atoms, 
molecules, or ions of the ambient to the surface and their detachment 
from the surface. There are two general types of adsorption. These 
are physical adsorption, in which case the adsorbed atom or molecule 
is attached by short-range cohesive or adhesive forces and retains its 
form as an atom or molecule, and chemisorption, in which case there is 
a sharing or transfer of electrons between the solid and the adsorbed 
species. 
If there is an electron transfer, the height of the surfacapoten-
tial barrier varies with the density of chemisorbate. · Because of the 
control which the surface space charge layer may hold over the behavior 
of the solid as a whole, the consequences of these ambient -effects can 
be detected by measurements which are not limited strictly to the 
surface. Surface effects due to chemisorption, then, can be expected 
to show up in measurements of conductivity and photoconductivity as 
well as in those of field effect and contact potential. 
Such effects have been measured in several oxides, that of zinc 
being the most extensively examined. Miller (12) reviews chemisorption 
effects in this material, while Morrison (13) discusses the related 
surface barrier effects. Melnick (14), using sintered samples, has 
shown that the zinc oxide photoconduction process is intimately 
associated with oxygen chemisorption and has developed a quantitative 
treatment foi the kinetics of photoconduction and chemisorption based 
on the assumption that the rate-limiting process is the transfer . of 
charge at the surface on which chemisorption takes place. This 
5 
t.re13tment; has been verified and extended by Medved (16) 1 and wil 1 be 
discussed in some detail in the following chapter. Collins and Thomas 
(15) have studied the photoconductivity of single crystals of zinc 
oxide ·in various ambients, .finding that both oxygen.and a mtxtut'e of 
oxygen and water vapor tend to,inhibit.photoconduction 1 the·htter 
to a greater extent. These latter investigat;ors have advanced the 
theory.that the photoconduction.seen in zinc oxide o~iginates entirely 
at the surface;. with both chemisorbed oxygen and .. lattice oxygen acting 
.as hole-trapping centers. Krusemeyer (30) has measured the contact 
. potential, surface conductivity,. and Held effect mobility at :i:-oom 
.temperature in single crystals of zinc oxide in both oxygen and a 
vacuum of 10"':" 6 mm Hg. His results, in connectiop. with somE: of those 
of. Collins and Thomas (15), .indicate a .surface hole-trapping quantwn 
efficiency of approximately unity. for a neutral surface. 
The proposed photoconduction.mechanism in zinc oxide ie one in 
whi.ch the basic processes are, first, the production .of a .hole-electron 
pair by an incident ultraviolet photon and, .second, the trapping of 
the ·hole at the surface to .neutralize and desorb an oxygen ioti and 
leave the corresponding electron in the conduction band. The work of 
Collins and Thomas (15) has shown that in single crystals not only 
are adions desorbed, but that a continuation of oxygen desorption takes 
place as photolysis of the surface. 
A similar dependence ofphotoc:onduction on ambient oxygen has 
been reported in rhombic· lead monoxide by 1Hgelow and Haq (11),. who 
have suggested that a mechanism of the same type as that in zinc 
·Oxide is.operative in this oxide. Similar results have been obtained 
by lzvozchikov (10) in polycrystalline samples of lead monoxide 
6 
(structure not specified). 
Kennedy and.coworkers (9) have reportecl results of an entirely 
different nature in polycrystalline samples of. titanium dio~ide, both 
, 
.theanatase and rutile structures having been investigated. In both 
crystalline forms,.the incident light was seen tQ promote adsorption, 
as oppQsed to the desorption observed.in zinc oxide. The photoconduction 
of rtJ.tile·1:1i.ngle crystals. has been examined by Cronemeyer (31), .but 
without any search for ambient effects. 
It i.s the purpose of the present study_ to -report results of an 
in;i.tial survey of the surface properties of.single crystals of stannic 
qxide, a .rutile-structure broad-band se'!Iliconductor, .and to ·prop<:>se a 
. photoconduction mechanism for this material. The experimental wo~k 
-involved consists of measurements of photoconductivity as a ft1nction 
of ambient and temperature, measurements of conductivity and contact 
potential as a function-of ambient, .plus an examination-of certain 
-effects of oxidation, reduction, and the introduction of a tdvalent 
impurity. It is hoped that the results obtained will.lead, to a more 
thorough understanding of this oxide and serve as guideposts in future 
studies of this and similar materials,.as well as i;iuggest appli.cati.oni; 
in catalysis and other rela;ted-fields. 
CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
Surface States 
During the early development of quantum mechanics a method for 
calculating the wave functions associated with a periodic potential 
was devised by Kronig and Penney (3i). Their one-dimensional method 
was of conceptual usefulness to those who were interested in the 
behavior of electrons in crystalline solids, since a crystal structure, 
with its regular arrangement of ions or atoms, must have a periodically 
varying potential along any straight line through it. The infinite 
sequence of square potential wells of finite depth treated by the 
above theoreticians, then, provided a first-order approximation to 
the case of an electron within the bulk of a crystal. Tamm (33) 
modified this basic model by affixing a boundary, with the result that 
electron energy levels at and near the boundary were predicted which 
were forbidden within the bulk. In the case of an insulating Of 
semiconducting crystal, this predicted surface states between the 
valence band and the conduction band. Such states have since been 
referred to as "Tamm states." 
These surface states were given further consideration by several 
investigators, among them Shockley (34), who calculated the surface 
s tates for a periodic potential having an arbitrary form of the poten-
tial function and discussed the extension of the,' one-dimensional . 
7 
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model to three dimensions. In accounting for effects observed i:p. 
rectification studies using germanium and silicon, .Bardeen (35) 
proposed additional sources of surface states in surface defects and 
foreign atoms, and as a direct res1.1lt of charged surface states 
the existence of a surface space charge ·region to a depth of from 
.10- 9 cm to .10-4 cm. Bardeen us work showed that the surface prop.,. 
erties of a semiconductor could be a critical and often unpredictable 
factor in the material us over-all behavior. Only in recent years 
have techniques been deve.loped with which atomically clean surfaces 
can be studied and the highly idealized theoretical conditions 
more nearly approached. Work on clean germanium surfaces has been 
reviewed by Handler (2). 
Photoconduction 
Photoconduction is the process by which the electrical conductivity 
of a material is enhanced through action of incident light energy. In 
its intrinsic form, this process involves the production of a hole-
electron pair by absorption of a photon having an energy at least equal 
to the width of the forbidden gap between the valence band and the 
conduction band .. The electron enters the conduction band, leaving 
the hole in the valence band, .so that two current carriers can be 
added by the absorption of a single photon. In practice, this picture 
is corrrplicated .by the existence of localized states within the for-
bid<;len gap.which can act as trapping or recombination centers. These 
centers determine the sign of the majority photocurrent; carrier and 
the lifetime of this carrier. These energy states may,include 
surface states as well as those within the bulk of the material. 
9 
Should surface-states constitute an appreciable fractio~ of the trapping 
and/or recombination centers, then one·might expect to see an. influep.ce 
of surface ·phenomena on photoconductive behavior, 
The conductivity of a solid can be expressed as the product 
& = neµ. (1) 
whel;'e n h the volume densit;y of carriers, .e is the charge of one 
car·d.er, and µ, is the mobility of a typical carl;'ier, i.e.· the velocity 
per unit electric field intenl:)ity acquired.as a result of the application 
of the·field. These quantities at"e dependent upon the ene,::g;y:leveh 
associated with.impurities anq other lattice imperfectiqns and.may 
show ,marked variations between the interior and the surface o;f a 
single piece of material. Photoconduction is customarily regar4ed 
as a process in which.the carrier density is the quantity altered, 
.mobility remaining constant, 
In a number of materids the·peak-photosensitivity and-a sharp 
onset of optical absorption can be seen to coincide on an optical 
.wavelength-or energy scale. This indicates that the photons absorbed 
a.re contributing to photoconduction, and in a simple photoconductor 
s~ch an-energy value·would be a measure of the band gap, ~f the absorp~ 
tion coefficient is sufficiently great, many of the photocurrent 
cal;'riers will be -produced quite close to the sµr:!;,ace, . so that: surface 
states and the associated space charge layer can noticeably in~luence 
·theije·carriers. 
These general considerations have·been-found to apply.to a number 
of photoconducting oxides. A .prime example is-zinc C>xide, which i:µay 
con!;litute an extreme c,;1se in that there is evidence indicating that 
the photoconduction.is determined.entirely by the surface, (15) 
Chemisorption ~nd Photoconduction Kinetics 
for Zinc Oxide 
10 
Morrison (13) has proposed a chemisorption mechanism in which 
electron transfer over the surface barl;'ier is the rate-limiting process 
to explain the variation of conductivity of zinc oxide as a function 
of temperature. Using this model, Melnick (14) developed the photo-
conduction kinetics for zinc oxide, quantitatively demonstrating the 
relationship between chemisorption and photoconduction in sintered 
samples of this compound. In further work on sintered zinc oxide, 
Medved (16) has obtained results similar to those of Melnick (14) 
and has derived an applicable equation of the Elovich type to describe 
the·electron transfer at the surface barrier. The essential elements 
of this treatment follow. 
It is first necessary to make the following simplifying assumptions: 
1. Holes generated by photon absorption either recombine with 
conduction electrons or migrate to the surface in a .time 
very short compared to that involved in the basic rate-
limiting process, so.that the direct contribution of holes 
to photoconduction is negligible. 
2. lm/n>>6q/q, where n is the volume density of conduction 
electrons and q is the surface concentration of the chemi-
sorbed species. 
3. Processes governing physical adsorption act rapidly in 
comparison with the basic rate-limiting process. 
4. /j,N = 6Q, where (J,N is the change in the total number of 
conduction electrons and AQ is the change in the total 
11 
number of chemisorbed oxygen ions . 
The rate equation for chemisorption can now be written in the form 
(2) 
where q0 and qP are surface concentrations of chemisorbed and physically 
adsorbed oxygen respectively, sis the capture cross sec-tion o'f the 
physically adsorbed species for. an electron.·· on: the .. surface, . Tl. · is" the 
number of conduction electrons penetrating each square centimeter of 
the surface barrier per second, ~ is the rate of desorption due to 
thermal excitation, . and Lis the photodesorption rate term. The 
barrier penetration process is fundamentally the same as that of 
thermionic emission, SO · ~. can be calculated using the Richardson-
Dushman equation. Therefore, 
~. = nv(T) exp(:,.~(q~) /1(1;] · (3) 
where n is as above, v(T) is the averaged thermal velocity of the 
conduction electrons, E(q0 ) is the energy height of the surface 
barrier, k is Boltzmann's constant, and Tis the absolute temperature. 
With negative charge held at the surface by chemisorbed oxygen ions, 
the surface barrier should consist of a "depletion layer," i.e., a 
space charge layer in which the density of conduction electrons is 
reduced because of electrostatic repulsion from the negatively 
charged surface. Such a barrier layer is shown schematically in 
Figure 1, with the barrier height E(q0 ) and the "chemisorption binding 
energy" E0 indicated. 
Conduction 
band 
Valence 
b,md 
figure 1. Surface Energy Level Diagram 
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Ee is much larger than E(q0 ) for all values of q0 , Binding energies 
for chemisorption are usually in the range between one and th:ree 
electron volts. Since·E0 can be considered to be much greater than 
,,my thermal energies to be dealt with herei. the ;;;f)cond t;erm in Equation, 
2 is negligible. Thermal energies of interest y,7ill have ap upper 
limit of al:?out O, 032 eV. Equation 2 c;:an now be '\Nritten 
sqP nv(T) exp[ -.E (q0 )Jk'r] (4a) 
for the case in which there is no incident illumination of sufficient 
energy to initiate photodesorption and 
(4b) 
for the c9 se in which photodesorpti,on occm::s. 
Letting a'(P,T) = s(T)v(T)qP(P,r) and dropp:Lng the subscript c, 
Equ~tions 4a and 4b become 
~ 
dt = a 1 (P O T)n exp[ -E (q) /kT] (5a) 
and 
.13 
(51:>) 
Let the barrier layer have a thicknes-s-d and a. d,,ieleot;rie 
· pemittivity k, and assl.µI)e a un:i.form donor den.sity, . ');'he. baJ;"t;'i,e;i: layer 
arises,fJ;"om ne~ative charge·held.in the su:r;f;ace t;rapping)eveh asso .. 
e;i.ated with chemisorbed oxygen, .the areal density of which .is q. 
If p 1~ the positive charge density in the barrier layer,.~ is 
potential cli:f;feren.ce, ,;1nd x ),s · the coordinate representing the Un.ear 
dbtance ·measured .from the surface and positive towa,;,d the :i.nterio',I;' of 
the solid, the appropriate form of the one-di~ensional ~oissott equation 
is 
0~! ;:: -p/11 (6> ax-
Integrating twice betwee:n the limits ·x ;:: 0 and. :x:.J;; d gives ~ - ... pd2 /2x, 
which cot"ITesponds·to a barrier energy l:ie:i.ght o~ 
(7) 
'l'he negative ch,uge · per unit surtace ·area is .. eq, so· tl).e · positiv{a 
ch1:1~ge · per unit volume in the bar:der laye'l;' is p =; eq/d. Substituting 
thh into.,Equation 7 g;i.vef;I 
(8) 
dellt of q, 
The quantity Ca is a c·qnstap.t if the se~ond ini.t:i.d as1;1umption is 
· fuH:Uled. Letting a'(P,T)n;:: a(l;' 1l') ~md e2 /C .. kl' = b(',I.'), the chemi .. 
sorption ~ate·eqµations become 
(9a) 
and 
~ = a .exp(-bq) .. ·L (9b) 
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where t and 1' represent two separate time·frames. 
U~in~ the fourth assumption, these rate equations can now·bE;I 
conveFted to forms describing the chemisorption-photoconduc~ion prqcess 
in terms of the time-variable density, n = n(t), of conduction 
electrons. Let n 6 be the value· 0f n for photocurrent saturatiop,, and 
.. q6 the corresponding value of q ... Consider the general case in which 
.. the photocurrent does not reach saturation, but attain!;! a maxi'!IIWIJ 
such that the ma~imum value of n.is nr = fn6 , f $; 1. Let qr be the 
corresJ>onding value of q. ;u V is the volume of th~ SQlid under 
consideration and et ts the area illuminated, then 
8N =V/:,n = V(nf - n) and 6Q = et8q = Q'(q.~ qt). 
It follows from the fourth assumption that 
or 
where·~ = V let is a constant geometrical factor. 
· Differentiating Equation 10 gives 
~ _ d(tm) · 
dt - ~ dt 
(10) 
and substitution of the expression for q in Equation 10 into thl? dgh1;: 
~i~e of Equation 9a (the decay equatioti) gives 
a exp(-bq) = a exp(-b;leo&n ,- bqr), 
With.these·changes.Equation.9a becomes 
· d (&n) · ) ~ = A exp(-. B&n 
. dt (11) 
whei;:-e A.;: ax;~exp(-bqr) and B ·= b:xe. 
But A is a.function of n,.since·a = a'(P,T)n. Let A'·- a'(P,l')~ 1 exp(!"'bqr). 
Then 
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(12) 
where An = 6n(t) ::; nr ... n(t). J;..et y ·== {>.n/n~ . Then, Eql,lation42 .beco1Des 
* = A 1 (1 = y) exp (., Sy) (13) 
(14) 
. plus terms of h:ighe1; order. · Using only the first tenn of thh iaxpansion, 
.~quation 14 becomes 
or 
A' t = l(eSy ~ 1) 
s 
Takip.g;l.ogarithms of both sides and divid.ing by 13 gives 
1 y = Sln(SA't +.l) 
(15) 
(16) 
I I ., l 
'l'he aonstant SA has d.imensions of reciprocal time, . so set SA·:: t 4 · • 
With .this• substitution and using S :: Bnf and y .,,; An/nf ~.Equation, 16 
reduces.to 
1 t 6n = -.ln(,..;. + 1) 
B td 
(17) 
where t; 1 = BnrA'. This expression consti.t;:utes a :f;i,rst'!"order 
appro~imatton to a solution for Equation 11, and ~s ·restricted to 
cases •in which _/j,n/nr is small, lf An/n.t becomes so large that higher 
order teP'tls in .y. can no. lop.ge')'.' ]:,e neghcted, then. Equation 17 takes 
the form 
6n(t) (18) 
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> 0,. 
· Eqt,1.ation .11,. being the l."ate equation applicabl.e to caliles in whioh 
thet'e h no desorption due to incide:p.t illumination1 ¢ap. be i,.se~ to 
·.· desc:ribe th~ photocurJ;ent decay following .Iii ,.periQd pf :i.ll1..1mi:p.ation in 
J.i'or case1;1 ·in which y .,i,s smdl~. 6n(t) · :;:z 1;1,r ,. n(t) s~Qu,ld it\Pr,as~ 
linearly with· ln(t + td) .. However,, 1;1hould. tthe· hi.gliet order teti:na 
rep-,:,esented by the suroi:nation in;, E;quetion. 16· beCPme ,app;ectable, then 
a.plqtof 6p.(t) vs ln(t+ td)·shot.1ld be e~p~cte!;i to,show a.s1,1bUnea,:; 
behavio:i::, ~n(t) varying as·~ .powe:i: of the logaJ;"ith'1'!iC. t;e~ that :l1;1 
I 
. i;ioi:newhat. less than unity. 
~ow.consider the case i.n·whic:h the photodesorpti:on t;em I,. entrers 
into the· iate equation, · 'l'he appropt;iate equation is t;hen 
2.9. ;:: a exp(--bq) "' ,i (9b) d'l' 
.whel;'e illumination begins at ti.me T = 0, lf n~ ;isi th.e· equilibri'lffll 
c:on.duc:tion electron densi:ty in the da+k and q, i,a th~ cc:n:1respoP.di.ng 
chemisorl:>ate density, then 
(19) 
· Note that 6n9 - tme (t) is not the 6n(t) defined .f,0,:- .the decay p,;ocei;;E!. 
(io) 
cind 
(21) 
··l7 
Sb t,"t ..,,. ,., t" '>Q ...i '>1 i ffl • 9b ( h · . ) 
· tl fil.,.;J.. µ .. tng ,,i;.q4a, ions ~ St),". f!. .. . \\tO ',!,'<quat:i,ou : . t e r,M equ~J;;ion . · 
give~ 
d(An, ) - "t;l.[·t A. ·, .. A .. , 
11 
•• •411', 1 ~o . •.,., . 1 (:IXP '.&"-ll'!.l'! ~ ~ (2i) 
':)ft,.~ 
g'!;:atil\g,,Eq1,1ation ;22 bec01lle1:1 
tn ·L~!l(~:~~BAn~) .~· J: .~. F ,c;l r (23) · 
en::, if the photoc;le~c;,;i::"pti.on x-ate L ;i,~. as1n.11ne~ c,on~ta~t:,. 
4L-Q, .. (BL)'"i.{111[l, ... Al~~p(~tip~)J + ln(L '"' A~)}.;,; 1/"X.0 , 
Rea11l;'ang;i;ng .and· wul t:;;iplying. by -BJ,.~ thitil beo,Qmes 
-BAne ;;: b{~ ~ I t~ ~rii<.~:4i~~ ,>] + BL'!' /~o ~ . 
laking the ant:l.loga:i;-;i.tl:un o;f both aides and sµ:b~titq.~ing.b·f(U:' fJ./xQ gives 
~~p (:BAn11 ) ::; .[·~ ,~ 1 l~l ~~2g~~1:1,,2J e~p (bli~). 
· L "" ·· 1 , · 
-~eg'Jf'Ol.lping .anc;l siwpl;i,fying, thi.s becOl'lles 
•"l' (U4n, ) ~ [~ + ( i • ~) ""P (~ :l,<) f , 
l'aking togadtlwl;:, of both sides and divi<iing by ij J\QW gfvel:! 
111ation E1ince A1 is a .fup.ction of n. Note that there i~ no, dlllph 
1:"e~atiop~hip b~tween -Aq, (1) and 11" ~ vnless L)!r>A1 ,. in which -Ct1!!1e An, (rr) 
~hou1d app;-ol!;ii:nate a. linear function of '!', Also, P.ote that U -r . 
become1;1 very large (photqcur:i;-ent satµ;r;ates) An, approa~hes the c0Tu;1tant 
(Lme>ut;:;:; B"';i.l11(L/A1 ). 
One ii;; to be reµiinded thc:!t the vdidity of t;h;i;s t,nQdel fol!' t\'le · 
s1,1:i;fijce .. rebted phtr>toconduct;iv:i,.ty of E!in;tered ·zitu:~ o~il:le ht$ \leen 
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itwestigated by Medved (16) and. that it;s apJ;)U.Q~bUi~y to· the ca~e of 
the 1iJtn;,face .. i:ie:nsit;f.v~ pl;:>.Qtoeond1,1Gtiivity. in st~nn:i,q o:,c;ide G'J;'Yi~ah fo:nns 
a maj<n: area of cpn1;iiderat;:i,o,;Jy in t;he e~fe+iJDePrtal work de~eribed in 
the toll9wing_chaptets, 
C}L\;l?TER III 
SAMPLES, A?PARA,JUS 1 A~P EXPERIMEN;J;AL HETHODS 
Natural Samples 
The samples ~sed for the major part of this investigation were 
rectangular s\abs cut from n~tural ~assite~ite obtaineQ from Araca, 
. ~olivi~. lhe~e slabs were pf two thic~ness~s, nea~ on~ millimeter 
and near one~half mil\imeter, and h~d other dimensiops ranging up 
to more than ten millimeters , These s amples were ~ut with a diamond 
saw from regions of the ni:ltural ct;ystzah selected tor optical tr~ns,. 
parency, lac~ of color~ and sqa~city of visible mechanical defects. 
!he broad faces of t hese s i abs were polished py successive lappin~s 
with No. 32P Si,O l)Sper, Qentri,£orc~ abrasive M304, and Linde "A," 
polishing compound , 
None of the samples thus prepared was entirely {ree oi flaws, 
the most near ly perfect specimens having a few . intefn~l cr~c~s of 
microscopic size , Several of the less select samples ~ontained 
prominent fractures, and only a few were without some coloration , 
All samples were transparent, but sever al exhibited a nearly unifot'lll 
yellow to ye l low-green tinge, while others had localized dark brown 
to black regions. 
These ~olorations i nd i cated t he presence of impur it ( es. A 
spectroscopic ana lysis* of s9rap sample materia l showed sil i con, 
*Analys i s by The Bruce Wil l i ams Laboratories, Joplin, Missouri. 
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alUillint.un, and iron to be present, al'ong with lesse1; amounts of mag .. 
nesium, titanium, lead, and copper, -Estimated maximt1111 percentages 
ranged from 0.05 to 0.5 per cent for ~ilicon, the 'lllost abundant 
impurity. 
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In general, there was considerable inh0111ogeneity of color and 
electrical conductivity in the natural crystals from which the samples 
were cut. The use of relatively small samples min:i,l!lized the undesirable 
effects that such inhomogenei,tie~ might produce in the various measure-
ments of physical properties. foint contact chec~s showed that areas 
of low surface resistivity, were scattered randomly over the pol:i,shed 
and unpolished faces of all sample~ studied. 
'l'he elect,rical conductivit;;y of these samples has been found to 
be n~t;;ype and ranges in ma~nitude from .10~6 ohm- 1 ~ cm~1 to 101 ohm-1 -
cm- 1 • Typical room temperature values for ~olorless or slightly 
yellowi,sh sa~ples w~re noted to fall in the range between .10-4 ohm~1 • 
cm- 1 aqd 10~3 ohm~1 - cm- 1 , Point contact checks have revealed that 
brown or black areas, which a\l;'e often opaq4e, have a very high conduc-
tivi~y. The work of Tolly (26) has indicate~ that impurity band con~ 
duction may occur in these samples, with a donor level approximately 
0.7 eV below the conduction band. Data obtained for a limited number 
of samples indicates th~t the Hall mobility varies as T- 1 • 3 at high 
temperat\,\res, the va,riat;lon pe1;sispng to .lower tempe'I;'atures for samples 
of higher conductivity. (26). 
The basic features of the photoco~ductivity of these samples 
have been studied by Hurt (27). A DC photoresponse characterized by 
slow rise and decay and a photoqurrent saturation after one to three 
hours' continuous exp9~ure was found in all sampl~s having a dark 
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cond\lct:Lvity nc,t greaUr exceedi~g, 10""3 ohm,... 1 "' cm"' 1 , ln addition to 
,the slow effect~ a much-hi;;s. pronounced :fast; effect was reveded iIJ. 
AC·measurementson th~ same samplea,,suggesti.ng that two separate 
set~ of. recOI!lbination levels exi~t:. 
·The natura~ ~amples µsed in the major.part of the present st1,1,dy 
,are-briefly described in Table I. All have a shot't wavelength opticl;!l 
cuto:l;f 11ear 360 .. mµ. imd l:!11 show photoconductivity. Sample II is some .. 
what pe,.;;:uliar in its.·photocot;\duc;tive behavior as well as in its · low 
. dark conductivit;y. '.l'he photcrrestionse of this sample h considerrably 
,more· sensitive than that of any other sample, . and the. photocu,rrent ha1& 
.· maver been seen• tq · r1:1ach a satt1.rau:ton. Sii!mples :i;v. and VUI have da;rk 
broWl'l to. b1ack regions at c;me end,, an,d le~ser redd;i,.sh .. br~wn to dark 
.brow .spots can be seen.in ~aml'leij lU, VI, and XVl;!'., 
Less extenlj1ive workhiii1;1 been carried out on sma11 artificial 
samples grown. in thil!l laboratory. ,Thes~ w~,:e in the ~opn of needles 
having a rectangular cross section, the largest; being roughly 
:0, l mm x O .1 .i;mn ~ 4; 0 nnq. -the ones chosen for inve1:1tigat:ion of el.ec ... 
trical properties are colorless single qrystals having no visible 
. imp~r;fections qther than. smoqth m.:i.croscopic growth patterns on the 
· $ur;f,aces, , Theae we'!!'e u!\led .in their· original, state in most cases, 
. being subjected to nq treatment other thc;1n the usua.1 cleatling proce ... 
dure described.:i,n the next section. 
-'l'he work carded ~ut on the artific:i.al samples consisted of 
measu~ements of photoresponse at s@veral temperature points and in 
. o:x.ygen .. ric.h and o~ygen .. :t;ree amb~ents. Aho, . the variation of; 
photoresponse ·with wavelength of the. itwfdent light was measu'l;"~d in 
several a r.t i:eicial samples,. and rcrngh :measureroents of their dark 
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conductivity. were· carried out. · 'l'he effec~s of surfacEl treatIDent were 
aJso. briefly exaIDined. 
TABLE l 
· APPEARANCE ANP. DARK CONPUCTl;VI'J'~ OF NATURAL SAM~LES 
Smnple ·DiIDensions Appearance ·Dark Conductivity 
(mn?) (ohro"":i. _ cm .. ;i.) 
lI 6.2 X 2,2 X :'l i? Colorless 6,3 X 10 .. 7 
Ill 5.Y X 3,2 X 0.95 . Colorless 5.6 X lQ""e; 
IV 8,3 X 5,0 X 0.91 Clear~. faintly :2. 3 X :10 .. 4 
yellow ... green 
YJ: 5,7 X 4.7.x 1.00 . Colorlei:H! 6,4 X ·10"' 6 
VlU ·10,7,x 6.1.x · 1,01 Col<;>rless 1.1 X 10"'4 
XUlA 6.0 X 2.7 X 0.58 Colorlelils 2,8 ·X 10"'4 
XVII 11.0 X 3.6 :ic 0,56 Colprlesi:; 2.6 :x :10-4 
Samph Cleaning and. Contact Mat;:eriah 
.1In o'l;"der to minimize the likelihood of obtainip,g ert'oneou.s results 
d1,1~to foreign,material attached to,the surf:ace of a sample, each 
. sa111ple was cleaned as ;follows befoie m.ount;i.ng. in a sai;nple ·holder. 
The :first step was a bath.in aqua.reg;i.a (75% llCl, 25% HN03 ), followed 
by a dhtUled water.r-in~e ancj,.s\.loeessive i11l!llersions in aceton1:1 and 
methyl alcohol. The acetone a.nd alcoho'l wasp.es were eaqh U$ually of 
t:wo to three,hours' dt1rati,on, wh:i.l~ the bath in aq~a regia ,was often 
tweive hpurs or longer. 
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Ne.arly all mounting was done with silver paint (DuPont 4817) 
used as the contact adhesive. Indium or an indium amalgam served as 
the contact material in a limited nUIDber of cases, but while indium 
i s capable of wetting the stannic oxide surface, the surfaces of these 
natural samples would be wetted only at scattered locations . Indium 
was never seen to provide any advantage in the electrical performance 
of contacts. 
Following the removal . of a sample from its holder, the sample 
was washed in acetone to remove any silver paint that might remain on 
the surface. 
Apparatus for Effect of Ambient on Photoconductivi ty 
Of central importance to this and several .of the other phases of 
this work was the vacuUID system, a block diagram of which is shown in 
Figure 2. Except for the forepump, a Cenco "Hyvac 7, '.' and _lines to 
the water jackets on the diffusion pump, the system was constructed 
of glass. The diffusion pump was of a four stage design capable of 
maintaining pressures below 1 x 10- 7 millimeters of mercury, with Dow 
Corning 703, a silicone oil, being the pump fluid used. 
Three pressure gauges with overlapping ranges provided for 
measurement of system pressures from atmospheric pressure to 1 x 10- 7 
millimeters of mercury. In order of decreasing ranges, these were 
a mercury column, a McLeod gauge, and a Miller Laboratories Model 100-A 
cold cathode ionization gauge. 
Individual sample holders were removable, being joined to system 
mani folds by means of ball and socket ground glass joints. A stopcock 
was built into each side outlet, and all separable joints were sealed 
Ionization 
Gauge 
Sample -Cold McLeod 
Hold-er Trap -Gauge Cold 
Trap 
'.CaCl 
Drying 'fube 
(optional) 
.Nercury 
.Manometer 
Diffusion 
Pmnp 
Sample 
Holder with 
Coolant 
Chamber 
Figure 2. Block Pi.agram of Vacutllll System 
Roughing 
.Pmnp 
N 
~ 
with Apiezon "T" grease, stopcocks with Apiezon "N" grease. Also 
included in the system were two liquid nitrogen cold traps. 
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The sample holder used in most of the room temperature studies 
consisted of; the two glass piec;es shown in Ji'ig~re 3. The four e1ec-
trodes were silver soldered onto t\,lngsten wires which we;re sealed 
into the glass wall of the lower piece pnd provided f;ot external 
attachment of; a power supply and measuring instnunents. 'l'wo elec-
trodes were flexible copper strips which could be sprung to /'!eparations 
capable of accommodating most of the avpilable s~mples. These served 
as end contacts. The other two eLectrodes were short lengths of 30 
gauge (B & S) copper wire which could be attached to the side of a 
sample for use as potential probes. The remaining glass piece~ which 
served to join the base described above (built on a No. 35 socket) 
to the manifold (equipped with No. 18 joints), h~d a central portion 
of; vycor tubing which admitted light of the near ~ltraviolet wave-
lengths to the sample. 
Measurement of Ambient Effect on Photoconductivity 
Two general approaches were employed in the deterrt1ination of the 
relative importances of various gaseous ambients ip the photoconductive 
behavior of staqnic oxide. One was based on a series of separate 
experiments in which the ambient was changed between e~periments~ all 
other factors held constant, and the sets of data obtained compared. 
The other involved single experiments conducted in the same general 
manner, but with the change of ambient brought abot,1t during the course 
of an experiment. The former method, which was the more frequently 
used, will be described first. Only room temperature work will be 
·'l'un,g$ten Wires 
with Elect:i;-o!ies 
...... - ..... --": 
.:f!'igure 3. Righ VacutU11 Sample HQlde;t', 
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discussed in this section. 
It was necessary in a series of experiments, each with a specitic 
ambient held at a constant pressure, to ensure that illumination, 
temperature, and contacts were not altered at any time dµring .the 
series. illumination wa~ the most critical factor, inasmuch as a 
change Qf either the intensity or the portion of the sample under 
direct illumination, could produce data that might easily be misinter-
preted as arhing from di;fferences due to a change of ambient. for 
this reason considerabl~ care was taken in establishing a light 
source .. sample geometry at the beginning of a se.ries of experiments and 
in checking this geometry throughout the series. The light source 
used was a mercury arc lamp, the full spectrum being employed. Changes 
in the contacts, which were of s;ilver paint, ip these room temperature 
experiments did not occur withouh mechanical disturbance of the sa~ple 
holder, which at the same time altered the geo.metry and with ;it the 
illumination. Fluctuations in tempera~ure posed no problem, room 
temperature being reliably maintained between 295°K and i98°K by 
the air conditioning system. 
The time factor was also of considerable importance in these 
experiments, as direct current was usep through9ut. In a given series 
of experiments it was necessary for all periods of illumination to be 
the same, and ample time had to be allowed for complete decay o~ photo .. 
current following each excitation. This latter period r~nged from 
five to twenty hours, being dependent upon sample, ambient, and 
illumin,ation. 
Ambients used in these series of experiments included air, oxygen, 
nitrogen, helium l ard vacua having pressures dow~ to 5 x 10~8 
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millimeters Qf mercury. When being filled w-ith a gas other than . air, 
the system was swept for several . mim,1tes be~ore being closed with the 
gas to be used in order to minimi~e partial pressures of residual 
for~ign gases . A calcium chloride drying tube was attached to the 
system input so that the water vapor content of the incoming gas 
could be reduced if desired. Provisi,on was also made for bubbling 
the incoming gas through water to increase its water vapor content. 
The second method, in which was used the same apparatus as in the 
· procedure desq:ibed above, was highly useful in c<;>mparing the effects 
of two ambients, but by its nat~re was limited to no more than two in 
apy one experiment. The change of ambient c<;>uld occur du't'ing eithel;' 
the rise or decay of photocurrent. The procedure most often used, 
however~ was to maintain a vacuum throughout the period of illumination 
and during the initial part of th1= phot:;ocurrent decay, then allow the 
gas in question to flow into the system 1 at which time a change in 
the l;'ate of decay might be expected to occur. 
Data were obtained in two ways in .connection with the procedures 
described in this section. The four-electrode sample holder enabled 
measurement of the actual bulk conductivity of the illuminated portion 
of the sample during and following the exposure. A Leeds and Northrup 
Type K-3 potentiometer was used for measurement of the potential drop 
between the two central probes, while a Sensitive Resear~h Instruments 
DC microammeter was usually employed in monitoring the current, 
Current va,lues were often so small as to require such a meter in 
preference to a ten ohm standard resistance used i,n connect:;i,on with 
the potentiometer because of its better resolution in the 0.01-0,50 
µ.a range. 
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The potential probes, like the end contacts, were attached to 
the sample with silver paint. For conductivity calculations the dis-
tance between these electrodes was measured with a traveling micro-
scope. Other relevant sample dimensions were determined by means of 
a micrometer caliper. 
In these four-electrode measurements the vycor sample holder was 
covered so that the only part of the sample illuminated was that 
portion between the two central probes. 
The outstanding disadvantage of this method was the comparatively 
slow point-by-point acquisition of data, with periods of thirty seconds 
or more elapsing between adjacent data points. While capable of 
furnishing highly accurate data in extended rises and decays of photo-
conductivity, this method was somewhat unsatisfactory at times when 
the conductivity was changing rapidly, as at the beginning of an 
exposure or during ·. the initial: · second1Lo.f / 8 decay. 
By sacrificing some precision, continuous rise and decay curves 
could be obtained. The method used was the obtaining of a recorder 
trace of the photocurrent with only the two end electrodes attached 
to the sample. A bucking voltage was applied to the input of the DC 
amplifier to cancel the dark current and leave only the photocurrent 
to be amplified and recorded. The DC amplifier used was a General 
Electric Model 8901490G2 self-balancing potentiometer and the recorder 
a Texas Instruments "Recti-riter. 11 Knowledge of circuit parameters 
enabled the data thus obtained to be rewritten in terms of relative 
conductivities. 
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. Apparatus for Effect of 'remperature on Photoconductivit;y 
For measurements of photoconduct:tvity at tempe:ratures other than 
room .temperature a. special sample holder was designed :fo:t;' use with the 
vacuum system and electrical inst:r1,llllen,tation described earlier, ln 
order to permit: simultanec;ms measurements of the. influences of .1;1mbient 
and temperature, the sample holder was constructed so that the sample 
could be mounted in a chamber with a direct oi,.itlet to the vacuum sy~q:;em 
.and be in good thermal contact with a refri,gercint in a se:pal;'ate chamber. 
An exploded sectional view is showq in Figu1;e 4, 
The vacuum chamber was a rectangular stainles1;1 1pt;eel box fitted 
with a circular opening and flange o;E such qimensions as to accommodate 
the cyli,ndrical brass coolant chamber. These two pieces were joined 
with Allen screws. a neoprene 0-ring and Apiezon "~'' grease providing 
an airtight seal. The sample was damped between the bottom of t;he 
coolant chamber and .a circular platform supported by screws Htt;i11g 
tapped holes in the bottom of the coolant chamber. 
The coolant chamber was the electriq1l gl!'oup.!i, The elect:i;ode 
of opposite polarity was a brass cylinder having a <;liamete:r: of 
nearly seven millimeters and a height of twq millimeters, Soldered 
into this small cylinder we.re one of the leads t:o the crystal and a 
copper-constantan thermocouple junction. Co1;1nectiona with external 
leads w1..re made through ceramic pass-t:q.roughs stiver soldere4 into the 
upper wall of the stainless steel chamber. Insulat:Lon o;(; this cylinder 
from the supporting platform was achieved through the use pf two short 
lengths of glass t;ubing, one serving as a base, the other as a slia~ve. 
These slipped into a hole d'!'illed in the center of the platform. 
·Coolant 
· Chamber 
.Coolap.t 
\nput 
A.llen 
:)1 
& $tairiless Steel 
~ Gla~s OJ! QU~'X't2: 
r.l'o Vai::uum 
System 
To 
Crystal 
Ci\t'C::Uit 
lhermocouple 
I.ieads 
Figute 4. Low Te~pe~ature aample Holde~. 
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This, along with grooves in the cylinder and the bottom of the coolant 
chamber, provided a rigid mounting for samples, the grooves being 
aligned so that a broad face of a natural sample faced the circular 
window in the front of the sample holder. The window was a polished 
quartz plate one millimeter thick attached to the stainless steel by 
Fisher's "Sealit." 
This design permitted measurements of only the two-contact type. 
Contact materials used were indiwn amalgam and silver paint, more 
often the latter because of its superior mechanical behavior over the 
temperature range between 80°K and 375°K. 
The coolant chamber was equipped with an input tube extending 
nearly to the floor of the chamber. A second tube was set in the 
upper wall to provide an escape for gases. A nichrome heating coil 
was constructed so as to fit into the input tube. · 
Measurement of TemperatureEffect on Photoconductivity 
As in most room temperature, meas.urements of :the ambient ·.effect on 
photoconductivity, measurements of the temperature effect were con-
ducted as a series of separate experiments in which all factors 
except temperature and ambient were held constant from experiment to 
experiment. In a single experiment, both temperature and ambient were 
not changed unless it was required to measure the effect of change of 
ambient at a particular temperature, in which case the procedure 
described in a previous section was used. Because of the use of DC 
measuring methods it was n6t possible to obtain any useful data by 
analogous variations of temperature since·, of course, relative temper-
ature changes could be achieved much less rapidly than pressure changes . 
-;I.twas necessary to maintain a constant illumination throughout a 
series of expet'iments and to make direct compa;risons only between 
e:x;pe;t:'i.ments of like periods of illumination. 
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The tempe;r-ature range covered .in measu;rement13 using the sample 
holder described in the preceding section was between 81°K and 373°K. 
The fluids used for temperature adjustment were, .in order of increas-
ing temperature,. liquid nitrogen,. acetone with dry ice~ methanol 
under rough vacuQIII, .water. under rough vacuum, water with heating co.il, 
and paraffin oil with heating coil. 
·Measurement of Ambient.Effect on Dark,Conductivity 
The .four-electrode vacuum.sample holder described above and the 
·K-3 potentiometer were used for these·measurements, employing the 
same technique as was used to measure the effect of ambients on photo• 
conductivity. !t wc1s necessary in these measurements to b.e sure the 
sample had been shielded from.illumination, particularly ultraviolet, 
for a length of time sufficient tc:> allow complete decay of photocon .. 
ductivity. In any one set of measurements, several readings would be 
tc1ken in the first ambient. Then the ~ystem would be swept with the 
· second ambient, or an. inert gas,. before again closing the system with 
the second ambient. sur:i:;-ounding the sa:qiple. A second series of readings 
wou4d be taken in the same manner as with the first ambient, .and these 
·readings would then be·compared with those obtained with the first 
ambient, The effects of any number of ambients could be compared in 
this manner ... These were room .temperature ·measurements. 
Contact Potential Measurements 
To measure the effect of change of ambient on the height of the 
surface barrier, a small Kelvin apparatus was constructed and housed 
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in a bell jar with a connection to the vacuum system. The Kelvin method 
of contact.potential measurement consists of determining the DC potential 
required to null the AC signal generated by periodically varying the 
separation of two plates of a parallel plate capacitor, one of which 
consists of a reference material and the other of the material being 
investigated. The broad face of a natural stannic o4 ide sample was 
the stationary plate and a rectangle of platinum foil was the driven 
plate, a frequency of 40 cps being used. The DC potential measured 
is equal and opposite to the difference between the barrier heights of 
the two electrodes. 
The separ9tion between the two plates was roughly 0.5 mm and the 
amplitude of vibration 0.1 to 0.2 mm. The AC detector was a basic 
elect.rometer circuit using a Victoreen 5800 elect~ometer tube. The 
output of this impedance-matching stage was fed to an AC millivoltmeter 
(Hewlett-,Packard 400D) which was ui;;ed as the null detector. This system 
was sufficiently sensitive to detect changes of less than 0.010 volts. 
All measurements were obta.ined in the dark at room temperature, 
and continuous monitoring during change of ambient was possible; The 
DC voltage required to maintain an AC null was recorded frequently 
before, during, and after each change of ambient. 
Oxidation and Reduction 
Three natural samples, VI, VITIA, and VIIIB, were heated to 
approximately 925°K in various atmospheres in attempts to produce 
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measurable alterations in their electrical and/or optical properties, 
Sample VI was he-ated in one atmosphere of oxygen, . sample VIIIA in one 
atmosphere of hydrogen, and sample VllIB in a vacuum of; about 10-3 mm 
of mercury. Time of heating was 15 minutes in each case, except for 
the second heating of sample VIIIA in hydrogen, .which was of 150 
minutes' duration. A small. tube furnace with a resistive heating 
element was used, the sample being placed on three needle points of a 
.. stainless steel. holder in a vycor tube, Two tubes., both of vycor, were 
used, The tube used in the vacuum reduction was sealed at one end and 
attached to the vacuum pump, while the other, used in the oxygen and 
hydrogen runs, wa.s open at both ends to permit continuous gas flow. 
J.n each case the atmosphere in which the heating took place was maintained 
until the sample and holder had cooled to room temperature. Following 
each period of heating, the sample used was left in aqua regia for at 
least one day to remove any surface deposits and to allow any effects 
of a temporary nature to subside or to reveal their presence by a 
partial subsidence, 
Wavelength Dependence of Photoconductivity 
Using a Bausch and Lomb monochromator and mercury arc light source, 
.the relative responses at several wavelengths in the ultraviolet region 
were measured in several artificial samples. An electric drive on the 
monochromator permitted the region of interest to be sca~ined while 
photocurrent was recorded using .the system described earlier in this 
chapter. At each wavelength the peak photocurrent was assumed to be 
proportionc1l to the number of photocurrent carriers generated. Assuming 
the same proport:Lonality to exist at all wavelengths at which data were 
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obtained, the relative responses co~ld be calculated. The relative 
· intensities of the mercury li.nes as seen by a .l;jample at the e:id.t slit 
of the monochromator were measured by a:Charles·M. Reeder & Company 
thermop:Ue placed in the !=iample mounting position and ui:iei;i.inconjunc,.. 
tion with a :Leeds and Northrup Type K ... 3 potentiometer. With this cali"' 
bration the relative response per unit intensity and 'l."elative quantum 
efficiencies could be calculated. 
Similar measurements were made on a ,few of the natural samples, 
. but the results obtained were 13uch a::i to permit only a rough qualitative 
interpretation. 
Other,Experimental Work 
Samples II and XXIIB were ·heated .in vacuum to a temperature 
exceec;Ung · 1200°K while in contact with. indium metal to determine what 
e~fects the diffusion of a trivalent impu'l."ity into stannic oxide might 
produce. · MeaS\lt;'ements of. dark conductivity and photoconductivity · in 
ai-,r at room .temperature were made before and after the iµdium diffusion 
. took .place. ,This work was of an exploratory nature, being an attempt to 
assign a cause to certain anomalous behavior noted in sample II. 
In order to determine relative magnitudes of surface and bulk 
electrical conductivity, the variation .of resistance with location and 
area of painted contacts was measured.in the dark at room temperature 
in natural samples VI, .XIIIA, ,XVIII, and XXIII. This enabled a rough 
estimate of the ratio of surface to bulk conductivity to be made. 
In connect.ion with the· low temperature photoconductivity work, a 
number of attempts to measure thermally stimulated current arising.from 
shallow trapping levels were JQade. The current rise during warming 
was recorded following the re~ording .of photocurrent decay at low 
temperatu~e, .using the same instrtµnentation, 
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11:J.trqc;luctory Stat;~ments 
In this cha~te:r the results of the work described i~ the preceding 
chapter w11i be·presented, .following.a .section outlining the method of 
data reduction 1;imployed for the m,ajo:r patt of .the work, A discuss:Lon 
.of their :i,mport1;1uce w:i,11 be dehrred to the foitowing ch~pt1;i;, 
;The quantity sought in both type~ of phqJ;oconduct:ivity measu:r:em~nt 
outlined in the previous 9hapter was the ti1I1e variation of cc;mauativit;y 
during ilh,µnin.:Itio11- and during .the period o:f; decay,. th~ latteJ:" being o~ 
grei:lter interest, l'hia was·measured .in a more nea,;-ly direct manne;r by 
the four~contact method~ the volt,age V across the illlUilinated area.and 
the current i through the sample both being detern,ip.ed a!ii i:l functic:m .pf 
tii;ne, '.!;he con<;Iuctivit,:y a(t) at time t was cal<;ulate<;l using .the fq~ula 
_ i{tH 
a(t) ... V(t)A 
:where the probe separ,ation 1 and the cro1:1s sectional are.a of the 
(25) 
crystal were constants. . Peterminat:ton of the dark con·ductivity ·O'o 
an<;l the conduc;tiv:lty CJ'max at the instant ilJ..t,,ni:i;nation ceased (phpto .. 
current nc::>t neces1;adly saturated) permitted calculat;ion of t;he ratio 
of the time .. va~ying conductivity. to the dar~ .c.op.duct;:Lvity p.u;t:':i,ng ;i:ii~e, 
c,(t)/cr0 , .· and the fractional change du;riq.g decay, defined .as [a"11/.X .. 
er(t)]/[a111 u ... e-0 J. ,These condu1;:t;i.vi,ty value~ are bulk averages ·fo;-
the portion of the crystal i:lVaihble for c;l:i;J;"ect iUuminat:lon. 
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In the two-contact method, the quantitymeasured ditectly,¥a• the 
photocurtent. · Dark curr:ent, appl;l,ed voltage~ and series resistances 
were meastired.indepep.dently:in. ordel:' to calculate actud relatj,ve 
concl-µctivi,ty ch.!mges .of the cryst1;1.l as a .function of titµe, With the 
chart spee~s available for recording.the photoqurrent, .data fOint 
separations as,small as 0,5 see we;e obtainable. In these measurements 
the crystal was illUipinated.from.end contact to end cont;a~t, routine 
checl<s h1;1vi~g shown that; illumination.of contact boundari~s ha<,i.no 
noticeable effect on the rise and decay of photocurrentt 
tetting V.represent the applied voltage 1 Rs the total ~esistance 
irt seri,es with the crystal~ .and.i'(t;) the totai current at ti~e t~ 
the cu;rrent i(t) which .wpuld -flow thro4gh the crystaLwi,t;:h ~.he same 
i;tppl;i.ed voltage .and no series resistance w1;11;1 calct,1lated usip.g the fot"Illula 
(2~) 
i<nowledge of the cor;responding dark current :Le and total cur~ent 
iux at the. inl;!t,ant illuminat;Lon c~ased allowed, analysis of rhe cµ',t"ves 
in tetms of .the quant;i,ty ,i(t)/;i,0 c;1nd of decay curves in terins of 
[1inax - i(t~/[~.x ~ i;J. Since the geometrical and voLtage factorij cancei~, 
.and it has been as~Ul]led that there ii;; no.change of ~ability inv0,lve9 in 
. . . 
(27a) 
and 
• 1,' (t.) :i,.ma x · -
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Although contact resistance has not been considered, the above 
implied constancy of a?plied voltage across the samples is not invali-
dated in view of the small current changes which were treated. The 
reasons for choosing expressions of the above forms will be discussed 
in the next section. 
Effect of Ambient on Photoconductivity 
The basic features of the photoconductivity exhibited by the 
natural samples were not greatly affected by the composition of the 
surrounding gaseous ambient . All natural samples in which photoconduc~ 
tivity could be detected continued to respond to ultraviolet radiation 
in all ambients tried , with the slow rise and decay dominant in all 
cases . However, there was a definite dependence of the over-all sens-
itivity of any particular sample on the ambient's composition, and this 
dependence was found to be generally the same in all samples in which 
the effect was measured. Any ambient having in its makeup an appreciable 
percentage of oxygen was found to reduce the sensitivity of a natural 
sample and to ·hasten photocurrent decay in such a sample. The form of 
the oxygen used in all work was the ordinary diatomic variety. 
In Figure 5 are shown two short-period rise curves obtained under 
identical conditions except for the pressure of the ambient. These 
curves, which illustrate the effect of oxygen on the photocurrent rise 
in sample IV, are representative of the short-exposure rise curves 
obtained for this sample and the other natural samples upon which such 
work was done. The quantity plotted is the ratio of total current to 
the dark current, with time the abscissa. This ratio, by ,Equation 27a, 
is equal t o the conductivity ratio and the carrier density ratio. Hall 
1.15 
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i/i0 
1.05 
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298° K 
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t (sec) 20 
2 x 10-5 mm Hg 
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40 
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Figure 5. Typical Photocurrent Rise Cl1 rves for a Natural Sample 
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measurements have revealed that the carrier density.in.sample IV in 
the dark· at room. temperature is slightly ·less than· 1 x .1014 cm- 3 • 
Figure 6 shows the decay curves which followed the one-minute 
exposures that produced the·rise curves of Figure 5. In this case 
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the quantity.plotted .is the ratio of.Equation 27b,.which represents 
the fraction of the photoconductivity having decayed, time again being 
the abscissa. Figure 7 shows the same two decay curves, but with.the 
loga:i;ithm of time as the abscissa. Again,.· these are representative of 
the decays observed in several natural samples. 
The type of result obtained by changing the ambient during the 
course of a single experiment is illustrated in Figures 8, 9,. 10, 1:1nd 
11. Figqre 8. shows the effect of evacuating the sample holder--initially 
containing air at atmo,pheric pressure--during the photocurrent rise. 
The withdrawal of the oxygen-rich ambient enables the photoconductivity 
to build to a level well above what it would have been had the a.ix been 
left in the sample holder. The dependence on the ambient is noticeably 
greater in sample XIIIA than in sample IV. 
Figure 9 illustrates the effect of admitting an oxygen-rich ambient 
to the sample while the l'hotocurrent decay is in.progress. The photo-
. current rise and the ini t ia 1 part of the decay had taken place in vacm.nn. 
The decay shown followed an exposure of three minutes duration. 
A similar result is shown in.Figure 10. Unlike the results shown 
.in Figqres·S through 9, which were taken.from.recol;'der traces of the 
photocurrent and involved time periods of no more than three minutes, 
this curve represents data obtained using.four-contact potentiometric 
conductiyitymeasurements taken over a considerably longer time interval. 
As in Figure 9, the fraction of photocurrent remaining, rather th.an the 
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fraction decayed, has beep. plc;>tted. '.I:'his decay.is.that which.followed 
• 
a nine•ho'l,lr exposure Of sample XVI! to St:t;"cmg illumination in a vacuum 
mc1intained at 1 x · 10-7 mm Hg. · This vacuum .was • held during the first 
thirty,minutes of the decay, at the end of which time the system.was 
swept with oxygen gas for one minute and then filled to atmospheric 
pressure with the tank oxygen. The accelerated decay was linear with 
the logar;i.thm of t for a period of roughly .. 75 minutes. The numerical 
results obtained in.this experiment are given in l'able II. 
TABLE II 
·EFfECI OF OX'tGEN ON.DECAY PARAMETERS OF SAMPLE XVJ;I. 
Exposure length in vacm]JTl ;:;: 540 minute1;1 
;:; 1.328 
Decay slope* in vacuum "" 0,032 
Fraction decayed after 30 min.in vacuum = 0.131 
Decay. slope* in oxygen = 0.466 
Fraction decayed after first 30 min in 02 ::;; 0.645 
*Decay slope= {~!:;l A (1n t) 
All curves in Figures 5 through 10 were obtained at room temperature. 
li'igure · 11. is a .• logarithmic plot of a decay at 99°K which was begun in a 
vacuum of.1 x 10-a mm Hg ap.d during.which airwas admitted to the system. 
The·same acceleration of decay.coincident with the entry.of o,1;ygen into 
,the system is evident at this reduced tempera1;:ure, although there is a 
definite reduction in the magnitude of the change .of the,decay rate 
below. that seen at higher temperatures. 
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The ef,fects of admitting air during .a deqay begun in vacuum, 
using the same sample, are compared in T13ble U! (see page 5,1). It 
can be seen that the same genel:'al behavior prevails ove,::, the temperature 
range investigated. Further detailing. of temperature e{fects as such 
will be deferred to the next section. 
The results obtained using sample XIIIA which have been presented 
up to this poiq.t followed a rougheping of thfl bro1:1d-faces of this sample. 
Originally polished as were all other natural samples, XIIIt was ground 
to frosty appearance using 180 mesh alumina after it was found that it 
showed the usual response to ambient oxygen. A matched set of data 
from two short exposures and the fQllowing decays, taken under identical 
cond;i.tions except for the ambient, was obtained before roughening.XUIA . 
. Results are shown below in Table IV. 
TAB:t.,E IV 
COMPARISON OF PHOTOCQNDUC'):'IVE :RESPONSE IN AJ;R A'NP 
VACUUM XN. SAMJ?LE XIIIA* AT 325°K 
Dark- Length ot n ... n 
;!L f I Ambient current exposµ:re nf ... no 
(µ.a) ,.(min) no <at 30 sec) 
' .. 
740 mµi H:g air 58.0 .1.00 1.003!, 0,473 
3 X 10"'"3 mm Hg 58.0 .1.00 1.0061 0,308 
~Polished surfaces 
8 ~f ... 1}) 
~*Decay slope = . . e "' no· 
b.(ln t) 
Decay 
..slope** 
0.147 
0.093 
If the above decay slopes are coropared with those in the third li,ne o:f 
Table Ill, it can be seen that the roughening of the surface increased 
the sensitiv;i.ty to oxygen.somewhat. The change.in S\ldace area brougl).t 
/' 
--TABLE III 
EFFECT OF ADMITTING .AIR AT SEVERAL TEMPERATURES (SAMPLE XIIIA) 
Pressure 
(nun Hg) 
Temperature 
(OK) 
Exposure n - n 
time ·.!!!_ ti - ttf n' Decay slope** t.., - t~ n, - n · ( ) r - no . "' . l . (minl Do sec ( t t ) 1n vacuum {sec) nr - no 
1 X 10-a 99 . 1.00 .R:200 
3 X .10-3 298 1.00 L344 
3 :x .10-3 3.23 0.75 1.121 
*te = time at which -decay began 
t 1 = ·time at which . .air admitted 
30 
191 
31 
ta = time at which last data point taken 
8 (nr -n) 
**Decay slope= nf ~ Ilo 
·· !J. (ln t) 
a , (at t~) 
0.444 0.064 . 30 0.528 
0.773 0.090 40 0.857 
0.519 0.136 15 0.740 
Decay slope** 
in -air 
0.121 
0.57-6 
0.302 
l/] 
..... 
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abo1,1t by. the ro~ghening was probably an inc;rease by. a :l;actot of n<;>t mcrre 
than three. Such an increase in surface a.:t;'ea would be suffic!ent to 
account for the observed change~ in response to o~ygen. 
'l;'he results of a series 0£ measurements on sample ;!:II,' all involving 
thirt;y .. secoq.d e~posures at the s~e intendty.of ill\lillinatic;:,n, al;'e given 
in.Table V. 
'XAJ3LE V 
~~~ECT OF AM.BIEN'I: ON RESPONS$ OF SAMPLE lJ;I 
Ambient 
7.5 ;c 10-e mm Hg 
8 .;ic.10~ 6 mm Hg 
740 mm Hg air 
740 mm Hg dr 
74Q mm Hg .dr 
740 mm ~g air 
740 mm Hg a:i,r 
*Decay slope 
Tel!lpe;r-
ature 
~OK~ 
297 
296 
296 
2.97 
~26 
346 
270 
8 f I ... 
If I, 
1,626 
• l. 341. 
l.,343 
·l,091 
·l.045 
1.617 
C n ,., n )··• 
ni ... ~ 
= . . '6.(1n t . I 
n,( ,; II: I 
nt .. no 
~at ~o ~.~?>; 
0.324 
0,314 
o. 750 
0.688 
0,630 
0,844 
0.797 
Decay 
, 1:1lope* 
. 'p .. ( 
0.067 
0.062 
O.U9 
0,111 
0.;067 
0.122 
'J;'hese figures indicate that ~ample !I! h affected by oxygen.in the 
sa\lle manner as sample::; !V, .. XIIIA, .111nd. XVll, J;n add:i,tion,. the top_ fom: 
·1:i.nes 1;1how.the degree of reproducib:i,H,ty e:icperienced in meuurements of 
the type employed .. Errol;'s in data reduction were 1,1sua11y ,less than 
.;:t:2 per cent, , although .in so1J1e cases cil:'cuit npi.se bl.' a rap:i,d change of 
· current made allowances of up to :i:4 per cent D,ece1:1sary, Other 9,eviations 
f;ltenn:ned-from the contac:.ts, the,stat;e of the·sa:mple, and pos~:i,b1y 
contaminants in the ambient. 
-Difficulties originating in the contacts were distinguishabl~ by 
large changes of the dark resistan9e and/r;r,: the onset of .noise. -'l'he 
chance of getting anomalo~s results because of the state of the $ample 
was vi1:tually. eli,minated l;>y allowi,ng suf fi~ient tillle for 4ec;iay t:o g.o 
-to completion, anc;l ;for the dark .. curr«;mt to remain i,n equilibl;'ium· .i.n 
the dark for a period of sevc:aJ;al ho1,1rs before beginning another expei;-i .. 
men,t. 'rhe·possi.bility of a contaminated ambient Wiifil greatest when the 
ambiep.t used was ~i;r. Check,s made with. sample -IV in c;lry cncygen ape;\ 
unfiltered-air indicated not only that the,:,e was ordin,arily.litt;le.;i.n 
the air to alter the quantities being measu;r;eq -but t;hat 1:;he effect o:1; 
oxygen -on the sample was !\!ssentially sat'l,\rated at an -o~ygen press1.n;,e 
qf 150 mm Hg or lE;?ss. -Risi;! curves ii;1 these two ambients c;lu,plicateq 
one ~mother w-ith deviations not e~ceeding t;wo ·per cent during five"' 
· rninut!\! exposures. Other tests with .mercury vapor and water vapor 
indicated that the usual experimental concentration~ of tnese gases are 
of little or no.conseq\lence in det;ennining the sqrface behavior of 
-st~nnic o~ide at room .temperature, 
. In experiments covering an· hour or more, temperature ·u1,1ctuations 
often caused $ome undesirable .. •though minor-. .. e:l;fects such as drifts i'Q. 
the saturi;ltion photocurrent. ·E~per:lments o:l; exce~sive·b~gth·w~r,-the 
· e:x.c,eptic:m rather th1;1n the rule~ howeve:l;',. and were tot;ally i,mpraatic;al 
.at temperature!;> o:ther than ro0lll-tempe;t:"at1,1re, 
-'l.'he results of a .series of 1:ive .. minµte e,tposupes 0£ filatnple :lCVIl at 
:i:omn .temperatul;'e are listed in· Table VI. -Data. in this ~edes were 
taken-by, the fou?;" .. c()ntact method. 'l'hese .ref/lultlil reveal. no.~learrTCUt 
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l'ABLE VI 
: EFFECT OF AMBJ:EN'l' ON PROTOR.ES:PONSE or S~:LE XVp 
.Ambient !1t. n,, ~ ·n (at; 25 tnin) I, I 
. ;.. '#a' no n 
·- .. 
740mm Hg .air 1,035 Q,503 
740 mm Hg .dry air 1.025 0.,580 
· 740 tQil1 Hg .t;lry O:;a l.0275 o,sn 
6 ·x :10-lii mm Hg 1.026 0~350 
1 X -10-7 llllll . Hg 1.0225 -o.24a 
trends other t;han t]jle hast;enimg at decay by the presenc~ of 1m O'.?!!ygen .. 
rich all!bient. . Note that fo1= this pa;rt;i.cu1ap specimen~ . the e;f~eQt qf 
the pre,senc:e of oxygen was negl;tgible for the determin13t:i,on of 'i\'he 
. A s;imihr. scatter a:Ppears .:i,n '!able V;[l, .whi,ch. lists t:he rise and. 
decay pa;rameters measured ,fot' sa~ple · lV' in ext.ei;,.ded exposures in he~:i,um 
at atmospheric pressure followed by.a deqay,:i,n heliUltl 13nq an additional 
decay when-oxygen was introduced. As in the above table, .all qata we;~ 
obtai.i;,.ed at room t.emperature using the fou~ .. contact method. 
TABLE vn 
: EFFECT OF. AMBIENT QN PH0TOR,ESPONSE OF SAm'~E l'.V 
I I I I ,. tf ·. Second '.oecay I i/1 .. /,I De1c1~y ' A. Exposure t:j.me 
.!k. {minl PA ~J:t1in1) ambient sloEe'lh\'(He) do:12e*~~O:;il • . t • . , I , ·, r /·I ' .•· p; .. 
420 1.062 41 Dl."y ·02 0.065 ,0,348 
420 , 1.115 25 Pry O:.i 0,009 Or~03 
486 1.091 45 , Wet; Oa 0.050 0,380 
570 L095 .15 0-ry, Oa o,ois 0.213 
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,Xhe general characteristic$ o;f; the photocond~ctive responses in 
· 1:!he artificial samples dl.ffer rather mc;1,rkedly .,:1;rgm th9s~ ob1;1erved with, 
th~ natural samples, At room temperat,,u:-e,. tl:ie · photoi;:ur;e'l:lt rise j.n 
th(;? arti;f;ioial samples ~s quite rapid, .1).he photocurrEilnt rea~hing satur .. 
ation within.fifteen.seconds or hss. The decay is evep, more rapid, 
g.oing to COI!lpletion in 0.1 sec or·tess, ';I:'he low conductivity o:l;these 
samples, in the range bet;we~n 1or7 ohm~i~cm~1 and,10~ 6 oh):'n~ 1 ~cm~ 1 , 
and their needle-like shape tend to give individual specimens resistances 
up to 1010 ohms. Consequeptly, .measµi;-ed dark curJ;"ents were very.· \ow, 
often·0.01 µ.a or·less. However,,photocu'l;'rents of several microamperes 
resulted ,f'J;"om ultraviolet illum:tnation 0f the sallle type and intensit;;Y 
as thet used in.work qn the·natural eamplei;, giving valµes of nr/no two 
to three orders of mc;1gnit;ude gre,;iter than those measured ;f;or natural 
.. samples. A typical rise and decay c:t1,rve · tor liln arti:fioi,:11 sample h 
. shown. in .~igul!'e 12, . Result:1;, of this type wet'e obtained .for sampbs QI, 
GU, GllI, . GIV, . GXIII, GXX, and GXX;Il ~ iill at room. tempe'.li~t ure. 
In attempts to detect a dependence of the photoresponse o~ these 
samples qn the ambient, the·. responses of samples m: and GXXlI we'J;'e 
compared in air, .oxygen~ and vacuwn, No effect was seen in Gi at 
oxygen pressµ:res ranging from 740 mm Hg to 5 x 10""9 mm Hg OX' i.n GXXII 
between the same upper· 1:i.mH and 6 ·x ·. 10.,..~ mm Hg, These measu:r~ment.s 
were also at ro01D tem:perature, 
'l'he surfaces of; two arti,:f;icial $i:1mples,. Gll and GXXII~ . were 
roughened to a:microscopically frosty appe~rance using a 600 mesh 
. alumi;na abrasive. Aftei;- a, thorough cleaning,. furthe-r meast,n;;ements · of 
their conductivity.and photoconductivi,ty were made. lp Qoth samples 
the end~to .. E!nd resistance was reduceci to less than 107 ohms,. indicating 
3' 
2 
i-i0 , 
(p.a) 
00 
SAMPLE GI 
295°K 
740 mm Hg AIR 
t {sec> 5 
LIGHT 07 
10 15 
Figure 12. Typical Rise and Decay of Photocurrent for an Artificial Sample Vl 
°' 
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that the surface layer removed had played a .very .. appreciabl~ role .iQ. 
de.tet'Illining the reshtance of the spec:i,mens. A bulk conduct.ivity o:E 
samples in t):iat respect .. They were aJi;;o · found to mo:re closely. resemble 
the nat:-q.ral satnJ?les in J?hotorei;;ponse, .incluc].ing slowrise and decay 
. and values of nr /no not greatly exceeding unit:y. The results of t~sts 
in various ambients a.re given in Tab)le VIIL 
Sample 
GII 
GII 
Gil 
Gxx:u 
G:lO{ll 
·TA:6LE VlH 
· EFFECT OF AN~lENT ON PHOTORESPO~SE OF AR1IF~CiA~ 
SAMPLES HAVING-ROUGHENED SURFAC~S 
., ''·' 
Ambient* nr ~f ... n (at ...,.,..,. 
'T '1;le Ile, n 
Air 1.044 0,512 
O:a 1.034 0,524 
7.s X 10""~ mm·Hg · 1.071 0,352 
Air 1.102 0.4Z6 
1 x 1o~e mm fig 1.144 0,;385 
*At atmospheric pressure unless s:pecified otherw.he. 
30 sec) 
All exposures in the above two series were of one min~te's duration, 
and no change in illumination. was made either in the series of experi• 
ments involving sample ari or in that involving sam:ple GXXII, 
The photocurrent: decay in artificial samples on wh:i,ch the surfaces 
had not bee-p. roughened was•found to be slowe(;l by lower:lng the temperatµ'\l;"e 
of the·sample .. At temperatures below.200°K the decay was suffichntly 
slow to,allow measurement of the effect of changing the amb:i,ent during 
~ecay. Several trials with sample GI showed no evidence of an increase 
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in the decay rate coincident with the entry q;f 0:i<oygen into the·syst;em 
as was obsel;'ved with natural sample1;1, 
-Effect of Temperature on Photoconductivity 
.The response of E>amphs Ill, lV, and x;J.;t:IA hai; been measu:i;-ed as 
a function of temperature as well as pf ambient. in a number of cases 
the efhcts a:f temperature and ambient were measl,l;red simuita1,1eously, 
For this reason, there will be occasional reference in this section to 
tables and figures appearing in the preceding section. 
The photocurrents generated in sample lV by one~minute e~posures 
at several temperature po:Lnts are plotted in Figute·l3, along with 
two points taken from one~minute exposures of.sample ~lIIA. All dat;a 
for sample IV were obtained under the same illumination, and both 
points for sample XIIIA were :!;or Uke illµmin,ation. PhotocurrErnts 
were·plotted instead of the µsual ratio because of the variation of 
dark conductivity with tempetattn:e. /1..n e:icample of; the very high values 
of nr /r;1o me,as1,1red at low tempe:i;atures can be seen. in the :f;;lrst. line 
of Table Ill. Values exceeding 100 were t;ypic~l for sa~ples lV an~ 
xr:qA in the temperature range near 100°K.. Unlike l;iample$ :J;V and 
XIIIA~ sample III showed a flat photocurrent vs temperature curve 
between 2,96 and 346°K, with a distinct drop between 296 ap.d 270°K, 
the photocurrent at 2709 K being.less than.half the corresponding 
photocur·rent at 296°K. 
T};l.e effect of te1,11perature on the logarithmic decay :i;-ate is 
illustrated in. Figure 14~ in which- sev'e':t'al decays over a b'J;'ot;1d l;'ange of 
temperature are plotted, All curves in Figure· 14 foUpweq one.-mip.µt~ 
exposures in air at atm9sphe~ic pressure, A similar set of curves for 
1.5 
1.0' 
0.5 
imaxio' 
(µa) 
-o- SAMPLE . DZ:. 
-+ SAMPLE XIII A 
60 - SECOND EXPOSURES 
IN AIR OR DRY -02 
... 
o--o---oc=_~~~~~~~~ 
75 T (°K) 135 195 255 315 375 
Figure 13. Photoresponse vs Temperature \.1\ 
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Figure ]4. Logarithmic Decays :for Sample IV at Several T-emperatures O' 0 
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. sample· XIllA.~. also· following .one .. miµute expos'\lres but with.~ vacuum .. of 
3 x 10.,.,. 3 mm Hg .as the ambient, is shown in Figwr~ ·15, 'J:his · htter set 
qf data was· obtained before the surfaces of sample· XIlIA were, l:'o.u.ghened, 
In both sai:nples the generally.· lqgarithmic ~haractell' of the decay .is not 
altered over the temperatµre ·ranges. indicated,. the slope of the decay 
curve shows ·little c;hange between roughly 100°K and :room temp,eratµre~ 
.an~ there :ls a tendency of this i;lope to i:p.crease at h:J,.gher temperatures, 
. particularly in sample IV. Some temperature effect data for. sample l!l; 
are included in !able V and a.lt;hough contradictory deciw resuit;s appeared 
at 326(:,K and 346°K for this sample, general trends indicate tha.t the 
decay. slope at 346°~ is the ~ore ltkelr.ot the two to be correct. On 
this basis the same slight acceleration ot decay above 310°1< ii!! ,;1ho 
present in sample lll. 
It was also ,noted that at low temperatures t}:l.e initial rate o:l; 
ph~tocurr~nt decay was dependent upon the duration of the expp~ure, 
,Two relatively short exposures, one of five times the du:ratioµ of the 
other, . a.re shown . in Figure 16, l3.oth a-re fo-,:- samp 1e IV in vacuum, th(:} 
one-minute exposure being at 110°1< and tp.e fi,ve .. minut~ exposure at 88°:K 
under a higher illumination intensity, Additio~al evidence of this 
eff~ct is given in Table l~. 
Table l:X: shows not only that decay,rates are slowed by,lengthening 
the pedod.of .i.lluminatfon, but that the l;'oughening .of the broi;1d .faces 
of sample. XlIIA also acted . so ~u:; to retard decay at low t;emper;;itures. 
The loga:dthmi~ deci;ly illustrated in :Figure 14 is not; liq.ear dtiring 
the first seconds of the decay. This deviation f'rom.linea::rity, h 
COIIllllonplace·except at low tempe;r;at;µres, lf a constan~ is added to the 
· time coordinate at each data poin~~~in .e:l;fect. shifting the entire curve 
0.7 
0.4 
-~ 
·, 
• .§. 
' J. 
0 
~ 
SAMPLE XllIA 
..;3 
3xt0 mm Hg 
0 
102° K 
114° K 
325° K 
295°-K 
0.1-;---:--:--:--:---L---L-=~~_J_~ ___ _J_ _ _L_...L__j_ __ __J 
J t (sec) 5 10 30 
Figure 15. Logarithmic Decays for Sample XIIIA at Severa 1 Temperatures °' N 
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Figure 16. Typical Rise and Decay Curves for a Natural Sample at Low Temperatures 
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TABLE l;K 
COMPARISON OF fHOTOCURRENT DECAYS At LOW TE:MPEB,ATU~ 
'l'emperatur~ . Exposure nt .. n Sampie Ambient* (c,K) time '.;) I (at 30 1;,ec) (min) P.r .. Ila 
X;(UA 3 X .10.,.. 3 mm Hg 94 1.00 0,286 
(rough) 
XIIIA 1 X 10,..a mm Hg 99 0.50 Q.444 
(rough) 
XII IA 3 X 10,-3 mm Hg 102 ·1.00 0,742 
(rough) 
XIUA 3 X 10-3 mm Hg 109 Q.75 0.800 
(rough) 
XII IA 3 X 10-3 mm ',Hg 114 1.00 0,686 
(smooth) 
IV 3 X 10-3 mm Hg :106 1.00 0,852 
IV 1 X .10-4 mm Hg 88 5,00 0,119 
IV Dry 08 81 5,QC) 0.196 
IV Dry 02 95 5.00 0.140 
IV Dry N2 8,5 5.00 0,1,51 
IV lle 136 5.00 0.059 
IV He 139 ,5,00 0.08,3 
IV He ·146 10.00 0,018 
IV He 146 10.00 0.044 
*Ambient at atmospheric pressure unless specified otherwise. 
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to the ·~ight .. ..;the curve beqomes ·linear th;l'.'oughc;,ut. 'J;'he add;i.ti,v, f.actor 
requ;i.red must be detepninec:1 .iri,di.vidually · :l;or each curve, . a.nd i.s the 
me;asurie of the quanti,ty td of E:quatioIJ.. 17. 'J;'he measu,rec;l valµE3a qf t!i 
and the decay slopes .of the litieadzed ·-loga',1,"'ithmic decay c;:1,1rves fo;t;" 
sample J:V.:following.i.dentical one .. :tninute e;x:posu,res in air at atmospheric 
· pressure are gi,ven. in Table :x:. 'J;hese nUlllb~rs sh<DW ,that both quantitiei; 
increase ove~ the temperature raµge between 270°K and 350~K. On the 
basis of general consistency~ the data for decays at; 269QK and 313°K 
seem :l;i.ighly questionable and may well have been t;he·re1;11Jlt of t~perature 
in.stability, Furthermore, t:he treri.ds observed in other· samples wer~ 
of the sa~e nature; 
Another ef;:fec;,t not~d in the logat1ithtr!;i.c decay curves wali! the drop 
.below ·linearity. beginn;i.ng before oompletion o:13 the de~1;1y. tn SOJ11e cases 
this o~curred with the decay c;:onsi9erahly·le1:1s than Uft;y per cep.t 
ccmiplete. ~he he1:1t e~ample o~ this ~hat ha1:1 appeared in the curves 
thu1;1 far shown in the va:i;ioqs figures i,s the decayin o~ygen of sample 
IV shown in.Figure 7. It was noted that there was a l;'elatipnship 
. between the time· require(;! -for this effect to bec;ome noticeahh and the 
iUuminat;;i.on, pet;'iod. :Thi.s iii! best rept'esentep., howeve"J:",. as a sy!;ltematic 
dependeri.ce on thE\ ratio tm/nr, . where An ;::; nr .· ~ n(t) is now. understood t;o 
reprei;ent the dec::-i:rei;iiH~ in ca,J;riel.' c;lensi,ty up to the time c,f onset of 
subli.nearity. The depe~dence is illustrat~d in ~able ~l. ixcep~ in 
sample IV, the room temperature value of 4n/nr lies be~ween 0.1 and 
0;2, Also note that for equal ~;Kposure ti.mes ;i,n both ~aropl-e UI ~nd 
sample IV there is a deUnite decrease :;i,n An/'(l.f as temperatul;'e increasf;:ls, 
The response of artif;i,ci,al ~amph GI was mei:i\sured ove;i: the te!Dper .. 
oe1ture range betwee~-122°'K and room temperature. While the chl:l.;racter or 
Temperal:!1.,1.re 
(01<) 
269 
in 
280 
281 
297 
302 
303 
. 304 
;31;3 
325 
357 
*Decay slope 
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TABLE X 
DECA'l J;>f.RAl1E'iCERS ,:FOR SAM:PLE IV X:N. AIR 
td Pecayslope* 
. (secL 
3.9 0.142 
2.0 0,112 
2.0 0,097 
2,0 0.110 
2.3 0.120 
.· 2 .2 0.125 
2,2 o. 132 
2.3 0.141 
2. ;3 0.147 
.10,0 0.295 
4.0 0.165 
. 6 .0 0,311 
~ample 
:i;:II 
Ul 
III 
lV 
IV 
IV 
IV 
;rv 
IV 
IV 
IV 
vu:ra 
VII!B 
XVI:( 
*t = 
'J:ABI.E XI 
PA~ETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ONSET OF SUBLINEARITY 
IN L9GARiTHMIO DECA~ CURVES 
Ambient l'emperiature Expos~re Lln t* (ol<) ~t:Lme n 
Air 270 30 sec;. 0.29 20-.25 -sec 
Air 296 30 sea 0. 18 20 .. 25 sec 
Air 309 30 sec 0.12 20 .. 25 sec 
. Ai1: 272 1 min 0.127 45 ... 60 sec 
A:i.r 2ao 1 min 0,061 45 ... 69 sec 
Air 281 .l min 0,066 45 .. 60 l:ieC 
Air 297,.,298 1 min 0.022 45 .. 60 sec 
(4 curves) ±0,002 
Ail;' 297 50 min 0,034 90 min 
Air 297 500 roin,'c'* o.o:n 85 lllin 
Air 309 -1 min 0.015 45"60 sec 
Air 317 1 min 0.01 45 .. 60. sec 
Oa 297 10 i;n:i,n 0, 14 22 sec 
Vacul,1I!1 297 10 min 0,11 20 sec 
Oa 297 540 min** 0.176 75 m:i,i;,. 
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t:ime of onset of sublinearit:y, measul;'ed :f;rom stc:1rt of (;lecay 
,\1'l'<'p):lotocurrent reached l:iatu:p~tion 
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the rise was not i:;een to change appreciably, the decay curves showed a 
considerable decrease in decay rate at low temperatu~es. This decrease 
was perceptible at 239~K, the decay taking about ~ive seconds to ~o to 
completion at that temperature. At 250°K the decay was complete within 
less than one second, essentially the sharp drop shown in Figure 12. 
Figure 17 shows the logarithmic decay curves for sample GI at several 
reduced temperatures. Note that none are linear, but note also that 
(nf - n)/(nr - no), which is equal to 6n/nr to within one per cent, is 
large for all data points . The possibility remains that earlier portions 
of these curves were linear, but sufficiently accurate data reduction to 
·prove or disprove this supposition was impractical on the steep early 
parts of the decays. 
Rise curves at low temperatures saturated quickly as did room 
temperature rise curves. Under the same illumin?tion, the satu:i;-ation 
photocurrent measured for sa~ple GI was 0.75 µa at 122°K and 0.83 µa 
at 298°~, the applied voltage being 40 Vin both cfses. 
Sample GI, which retained its origina~ surfaces, i:;howed no sensi-
tivity to the ambient at any te~peratuire. The effect of lowered temper-
ature on the a~bient depende~ce in the natural samples was to reduce it, 
though not completely eliminating it even near the liquid nitrogen 
point. ~his can be seen by comparing Figures 9, 10, and . 11. 
Oxidation and Reduction 
Samples VJ, VIIIA, and VIIIB were used in the oxidation and reduction 
experiments. These samples were chosen for their similar pre-treatment 
optical and electrical properties, and were originally parts of the 
same single crystal. Sample VIII, . a comparatively large piece, was 
1.01 
0.9 
0.8! 
0 
·-t,c 
-0 
E 
' l,c 
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• .E-
SAMPLE :GI 
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~----222°K 
208°-K 
122° K 
l90°K 
f57°K 
l83°K 
0.7~1 ~--:--~-_..J__....L_~___L__J__L_i_-f::.----..L_-_j__L__L_ __ _J 
t (sec) 5 10 30 
Figure 17. Effect of Temperature on Photocurrent Decay in a Typical Artificial Sample $ 
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. divided into.two·pieces of approx:i,maf;:ely.equal size ;fot s~pat'at~ 
·1ced1Jctioµ. expet'illlenti;; wi.th hyd;i:-ogen and vacl\un:f~ 
iia1Dple Vl WU he13ted in oxygen, . VIIlA :i,n hydrogen~ . and v:i;u:s i,:1. 
a vacl.lum 0£ 1. x · 10~3 mm llg. . The· ambient; in each case wal!! kept :Ln 
the system throughout the·period of temper~tu:ire·inc;rease, the·U" 
minute p~dod of 1;1teady ·tempexratu];,'e · nea:i:: 925° J.<, and the · fol lowi,ng 
cooling period, ·Jhe br<;1ad faces.o;f ~al'!lple V;I;lIB were b~el:' gt:'<:!lund and 
polished to remove surface material so as to dete;qnine whether the 
qbserved changes were·l~mited i::o the surface or penetrated to·some 
depth within the sample, lhe t;hiekness of material re1Dove9 from 
each -.f;ace was 0,032. mm. ·l'he effects of these treatments on the 
. s·h~;t'f;: wavelength cl\t;off. and the .dat"k coqdµc.t:J.vi.ty. a;re ~umma:d,.zed 
in r:):'abl.e XIl. 
·TA,BLE X;I:I 
USULTS OF C>XlD~'!'lO:W AND·B.EDVC'l'~O~.EXPERIME:NTS 
Sample Short wavei~ngth 
cl\tof f ~mblil · 
. t .,, ·/. 
Vl 35P 
vi(Oa) 387 
VIII 350 
VIl~A(E.2 ) not available 
VI.IIl3 (1 ~· ;10-3 mm Rg) .380 
VItIB (~tter remova~ 
ot surface ~aterial) 375 
Dark conductivity 
Ii ' ii Corm ... ~ ~FP'.- 1 ~ ' I 
7 .2 x JOT!~ 
1, 1 X 10""4 
1, 0 X .10" 7 
Other changes ;in all thl;'ee sa.mple1:1 were evii;lent on . i,nspect:tcm, 
l'he oxidized sample, VI,. was non'llniformly c;:olotied throughout w;U;:h a 
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y~HQw•.orange deepemin~ to rust red in scattl;lred a,:eas. 'l1h~ coloration 
did n9t ~reat ly ,:interfete wi~h transpa:re~cy, . and t:):le;i;e was PQ · evic'!ence 
of change in the su,rface J?Ol:l.sh, Samples VIUA and VlU:Q 1 reduced ,in 
hydrqgen and rough vacuum .respectively, both acquired a wea~ yellow~ 
green tinge which appeared .~niform in otear areas of these ~ampl~s. 
· S,ample · VlllA alsc;, showed ~ul:'face e,:,os:iou~ . and· :!;or thi1:1 teaa.on. accu;t;"ate 
.measu.re'l[lep.ts of the short wavelength eµtot'f a£ter :,:,e<;luction-in hydrqg~n 
were ri.ot possible. Visual checks showed that this s.f!mph Wa$ $till 
transparent to blue light, although no transmission at wavelengths 
shortet than 5J0.mµ. was reg;i.stered b:y.spect;rophatc;,metei:i measurements 
due tq light scattering. 
ln sawple VIU'a, the removal of ~n.,1.rface i:nate'.t'ial d:i.d not prop1..1,ce 
any ~oticeable change in the yellow~green ~oloration. Based upon 
strictly ge~etr:Lc factors, the mater'.i.al :removed had an average ~on• 
d~ct::;i_vity p:ear 10""'10 ohm,-i ~cm'" 1 , 
·· Sat1;1ph VUI.A was destroyed i:n a ~econd hydrogep. recluet:ic;,p e~pErri• 
:n-1ent in wh:!.ch the heating.time W<13S increased t;Q 1,0 .minutes, ~y the 
en.d .of this period the. specimen had completf;lly decc;m1posed. 
-The !llaj9r cqange foUowing the reduction wal;l a sha',l\'P :l'n,9?;"f;:HUie in both 
the· rates of rise and. decay during. the·. initid. second1:1 of rise ~md 
d'ecay, · Logar;Lthm.ic plots of decay curves before t'edµct;on, . shortly 
after recl.uetion, . and follow;Ln.g the· ret!loval a£ sui:;:face m!'lte~ial ~re 
I 
shown in Figure 18. 
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Figure 18. Effects of Reduction and Surface Abrasion on Decay in Sample VIIIB ~ N 
A sii;nilar acceleration of the initial parta, of thedse t!:!nd 
decay curves was.noted. in·sampLe VUlA following reduction in hydrogen. 
~his specimen also showed a considerable increase in contact ~oise. 
Sample VI did not show any increase in the initial rate of rise 
or decay, but retained the slow ~esponse typical of untreated natural 
sample!:!, 
.None of these sample!:! exhibited the U!:il..la.l sensitivi1;:ytP·th1= 
ambient following oxidation or reductiqn, A slight dependence of the 
.) 
i;-esponse of l:!Glmple VIIIB on the ambient was detected beyond qµestion 
by observing .the effect of changing the ambient during the decay, .in 
the manner of the experiment represent~d in Figure 9. In tµe case ot 
VI!IB the rate change observed was not more t~an about ten per cent. 
The removal of surface material had no.noticeable effec~. Table XIII 
illustrates the reduced ambient dependence in sample VIl~B following 
vacuum reduction. All experiments were at room temperature, 
TA~LE XUI 
TYPICAL RISE AND DECAY PARAMF,:TERS OF s~i:e v1;0;13 
·FOLLOWING.REDUCTION IN VAOUUl'1 
Ambient* 
lie 
l!e 
Air 
Dar~*'" 
current 
(!,ha) 
o. 72 
o. 71 
0.73 
Length of 
e~posure 
I I 
(min) 
. I . 
30 
60 
30 
n., D~cc;1y 
~ 
slope*** 1lo 
5.139 0.136 
,5,352 0,141 
4 .. 507 0.135 
*All ambients at atmospheric pre~sure 
**With 67,5 V applied 
·~ < :r·: ~) 
**'{l'])eq.ay · slope . 6, (ln. t) , 
P.t n ... (at I. P II 
n, ,. no 
Q,685 
0, 7,09 
0,691 
90.min) 
,Effect of the Amb:i.,ent; on,Dark.Cop.duct:i,vity ap.d 
·contact Potential ' 
· The c;l.ark cc;mductivity of samples IV and :X:VU were mea;;iured 
potentiometrically in air, oxyg;e.n~ helium, and vacua o;f 1 :ic .10-e 
mm Rg or less. All measurement$ wete made at roQtll temperature and 
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with the sample having been shielded f~om illum:i.,nation -for a .period 
of sufficient length to allow any photoconductivity_ to decay completely. 
Frequent measurements were centered around the times at which ambients 
were changed but revealed i-ia dark conductiv;l..ty changes in either 
sample. A'(ly long term changes we.11;'.'e so $man as to be masked by minor 
variations caused by fluc;tuations in the temperature of the s~nnple. 
Samples VI, Vlt, and X weie t.1sed .in contact potential measwr;ements. 
Sample VI had been oxidized before these measurements w~re made. 
As in the dark conc;l.uctivity experiments~ there were no per~eptibl¢ 
changes noted upon change of ambient. A slow d+Ht o~ the measured 
potential often occutred. An e~ample of the drift, along with the 
insensitivity to oxygen pressure~ appears in l'able XIV, 
·TABLi XIV 
CONTACT POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS FOR S,AM~LE vn 
t; (min) tN(V) Ambient 
0 3.78 740 mm Hg ail;' 
18 3,78 740 mm Hg air 
47 3.78 740 ~ llg atr· 
131 3,81 740 mm lilg &ir 
135 evacuatioµ begun 
136 3,83 0.01 mm Hg 
141 .3,&4 10-3 mm lig 
150 3,84 10-3 mm Hg 
:168 3,86 10-3 mm Hg 
303 3.·-87 10 .. 3 mm Hg 
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Both upward and downward drifts were found. to sh0w no mea~w1;•able · 
response to the entry of oxygen into the system or its removal from 
. the system, . nor Wf!S any effect noted when b.V was not va;ryi,ng. Thia 
was true for dl three samples. Values of b.V indicated the-sample 
to-be p9s;Lt:Lve with. respect to the platinum refet'ence ~lectrode, with 
. sample VII showing .a greate:i:: 8V _thi:IP. the other two samples both of 
which gave a 6.V of. $li~ht1y more than one ivolt;;. In view of the 
· scatter in the measµred valµes- oj: /W, . these ml;\gnitudes are considered 
less ·signific,;:1nt than the fact th.at they sh0wed no-essential dependence 
upon ambient change. foss:i.ble sources of error in~lude contaminants 
on either the sample or the ;reference electrode, thepresence of 
electrostat;:iq charge on the glass of the: Q(;lll jar or on 011e or more 
of the insulating materials used in. the const;ruction of the sam)i>le 
holder, or pickup i.n the detection circuit, 
Wavehngth Depeip,dence of l>hotoaonduc:t;;:ivity 
The-rapid r:Lse and decay q;f phqt,;ocop.ductivity iP. the a-rtif:lci131 
samp].ei;i enabled a comparif;lon 9f :reaponf;lei;; at t;µe Wf!velen,gths of the 
· strong.mercury.lines to.be·macle by.c;1p. unbroken scc;1n through the wave.,. 
length region of interest. Sµch scans for samples GlJl, GIV, ~iII~, 
G:XX, and GXX:ll resulted in the composite plot ot relative quantUill 
efficiencies ;i.n.Fig1,1re-19, The absence· of any data on carri~r densit:i.es 
for these samples prevented the calc1,1iat;i.0n -of ab1:1ohite quan~lJill 
effici,enc;i.e~, 
·The·. peak response for thei,e :five ;ar~ificial samples. is 1>een 
to be in the wavelength J:Tange between ·.'.HO ~µ, and ,320 mµ.~ which 
.corresponds ta-an energy d:iffe~ence of app;i;-oximately 3.9 eV, 
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Comparable measurements we1;:e attempted with a nmiiber Qf the 
natural samples. Because of the.ir slow responses only a gene+al idea 
of; the:i,r relative phOto1;esponses at vatious wavelep.gths co'U.ld be 
obtainecl. The natural samples checkep were III, VI (after oxidati0p), 
VIIlB (after reduction in vacu-um),. XlUA, .. :XX, . and XXIIB, which repre ... 
i:lented -.four diffe-rent pieces of original matel;'ial. All showed the 
same general clistr:ibution of sensitivity as was observed in the 
a.1:tificial samples. 
Sample II was also checked under the same cond:i,tions as were 
the above samples but the peculiarities of this specimen war:rap.t a 
more detai,led description which wUl-be taken up.in thene:ict section. 
All measur~ents were-in air lilt room temperature, some with the contac;;ts 
Ulurninat~d and some with the contacts shielded from anyclirect 
illQIDi,nation. · Response was the same i.n both cases. 
· Effects of. Indium Diffusion 
Sample-II, i,n addition to having.a dark conducti.vity lower than 
that of the other natural.s1;;1mples, showed unusuallr high sens~ti.vity 
to illwninati.on and a wavelength dependence of photoresponse unlike 
that seen :ln other natural samples or i.n artifid.d samples. The 
peak response observed in sanrple U was at 365 ... ~66 :inµ.,. with the 313 mµ, 
response being considerably weaker. ~urthe:r.::,nore, this sample showed 
weak :response to visible wavelengths up to 620 mµ,. Other ~a~ples had . 
. shown weak response at 365~,366 mµ, but no detectable· respon1:,e at; 
longer wavelengths. 
In earlier work,· this-. sa~ple had been• heated to near 1050°K 
with indium metai used as the contact material in meas\1:remen,ts of 
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conductivity as a function· of tem:peratu:r:e. . (24). On th.e S1Jp)?osition 
that: some indium had diffused into the sample during the conductivity 
measurements, .the surfaces were ground down by 0.037 mm each and the 
dark conductivity and wavelength re~ponse of photoconductivity.again 
checked. The dark conductivity was found to,have in~reased fro'Ql 
6. 3 x 10-7 ohµt 1 -cm- 1 to· 2 .4 x 10'"' 6 ohm"" 1 •CIJl- 1 and the· phot;oresponse 
peak had shifted to·nea'.!'.' 310 mµ.,.as seen.ip. the other samples de-
scri~d in the liast sectd.on. However, the unusually h:i,gh phot:osensiti.,. 
vity (for a natl,lral. sample) and the weak response in the visible 
region remained,. apparently .·l:lttle changed by the surface modification. 
Following these measurements~ sample II was once again heated to 
near 1000°:K in vacuum while cla,mp~d in contact with two small sheets 
of indium between two quartz plates. The peak photoresponse was 
shifted back to near 365 mµ and the dark conductivity lqwered to 
8 x 10~ 7 ohm~ 1 -cm- 1 , while the lqng wavelength response remained, 
The indium treatment was repet!:j~ed using another smaHe:i; natural 
sample from. a different crystal,. sample XXl'.1:13. Be:f;ore heating with 
indium, .this sample showed the same wavelength dependence as was 
·observed in the majority of the s~ples checked. Ji'ollowing the 
indium diffusion treatment, the conductivity was :f;ound to have been 
· dec'.!'.'eased by nearly three orders of magnitude and the ph~toresponse 
to have been almost entirely eliminated, From the very weak responses 
measured, there appeared to be no great difference between the 
sensitivity at 313 mµ. and that at ~65 mµ. 
Other·Work 
'l'he app;i;o:,cimate ratio o;f bulk conc;iuctivity.to surface condut;:tj.y;i.ty 
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.· for na.tural samples was found .to. be of the order of 10. J;n concwrrent 
measur~ents op other natural samples using a guard ring technique, 
J. liouston also found the bulk to be 10 to.100 times more conductive 
than the surface. If allowances are made for inhomogene:i,ties in.the 
natural samples, the bulk-surface conductivity ratio may'be considerably 
greater than 10. 
Attempts to detect evidence of theP,Dally stimulated current to 
identify shallow trapping levels gave negative results both-for natural 
samples IV and XIIIA and for artificial sample QI. 
In other low tempereture work, .short-period temperat\,lre cycling 
over .a range of ten degr~es o,:; lesl;! dur;i,.ng phot-ocurren,t decay sh9wed 
that in the region of 150°K the mobility of carriers in sample GJ:,. a 
typical artificial sample, increases with increasing temperature. 
-The current changes notec;l were larger than any dark current; between 
0 0 120 .J,< and. 300 K by a fector of at least ten, . ruling out the pos.s:lbUity 
.of ca;rrier density changes. 
All artificial samples on which photoconductivity measurements 
were carried out were fo1.lnd to e;ichibit en approximately logaritl:1II1ic 
decay of photocurrent du1;ing .extended :periods of iP\llllipation, .with a 
.. stable level of photocurrept considerably below the original saturation 
photocurrent being attained after sever{:ll hour~ continu9us illumination, 
Blockage of the incident light at any time during this slow decay 
resulted in the usual quick decay, This was observed a.lso in artificial 
samples having ground surfaces, though to a lessE;ir e~tent, Similar 
. .' ,. 
effects were never noted .in nat\,lral samples. 
.CHAfTER V 
DISCUSSION ANP CONCLVSIONS 
Summary of Results 
In the present investigation the following effects have been 
observed in·samples of natural stannic oxide: 
(a) suppression of magnitudes ap,d alteration of time rates of 
photoresponse by the presenqe of oxygen.in the gaseous 
0 . 0 
ambient at temperatures from 99 K to.325 K, the effects 
being more pronounced at higher temperatures 
(b) photocurrent decays logarithmic with time 
(c) more rapid photocvrrent decays at low temperatures; other• 
wise no change in character of this aspect of the phqto• 
response between 8l~K and ~73°K 
(d) decrease of initial decay rate with increasing.expos9re 
time at low temperature 
(e) no measurable dependence of contact potential or dark con• 
ductivity on.al!lbient at room tell!pe:rature 
(f) S\lrface dark conductance lower than bulk dark conduct:i,vity 
by a factor of at least ten 
(g) lessening of over~all conductivity by one order of magnitude 
by oxidation and by three to ;four orders of magn,itude by 
hydrogen and vc,1cuiu;n reduction 
(h) production of a rust,..red coloration by qx:i,dation and a weak 
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yellow~green coloration by reduction, the coloration appea~~ 
' 
:l'ng throughou.t the volume of the i;ample1:1 i1;1. both cases 
(i.) production of an increase ·in sensitivity. to oxygen .by 
roughening the sur;f;aces of a sample 
(j) lowering of dark cqnductivity and photore1:1ponse by diff~sion 
qf indium, a trivalent impurity, into sample. 
In addition, the aitif:Lc;!ial samples showed these effects t 
(a) low conductivity with odginal su.rfaces, but rehtively 
high conductivity with surfaces roughened 
(b) high photosensitivity:with rise anc;l decay very fast in 
compar:j..son to those of natul;'al samples 
(c) no measurable depenc;lenee of. photoresponse on o~ygen unless 
surfaces had been roughened. 
(d) slow rise and dec2y~ with limited sensitivity to Qxygen, 
(e) considerable slowing of ph9tocurrent decay 1;1t temperatures 
below 240°K 
(f) peak photoresponse in 310w320 mµ wavelength region 
(g) indicated decrease of carrier mobility.with decreasip.g 
temperature at low temperature 
(h) approximately logarithmic decay of photoc:wrrent under 
continued ilhunip.ati,on afte:i;- t;en to twenty. minµtes of illu~ 
mination. 
These results and the relationships between certain of them 
provide fl basis for :r;>roposing a photocop.ductton wechan:ism ~or ~tannic 
oxide, In addition, .further evidence for an imp~rity~band conduat;ion 
mechanism _in the natural.s,':!Il)pl~sf];ias come to li~l;it, with ,ap-extension 
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of evidence fot the a:i;,J;;i:ficial 1:1am~les being th~ same basip 1Ill:lteria1 
as the natur~l samples, 
';['he Photoconduction I<ineti,cs .in 'J;erms 
of a.Chelllhorption Pt;"oce1;is 
It was assumed at the o~tset of the present work that light~ 
:i:p.<;'h,u;ied chap,ges occurr:i;ng .at constant temperature arise solely ::l;rom 
changes in carrier density~ the ·µiobil;i.ty, remaiq.ing constant. .. The 
photoconduc;:tion in naturalspecim<ans h1;1s been.found to be characte:i;:i~ed 
by logar:l,;hm;i.c decay and ,;\I strong d.ependence on the presence of gase<;>Us 
· o:xygen. -These same featu:t;"es had ea;i;-lier be1:m ob!ile:i;ved in si11.tered 
.. sam,phs of zinc oxide. . (16). A .sbiilar. dependence o:f. photoconduction 
o.n o:x;ygen has also been.found.in single cryst.ah of dnc oxide and 
polycrystall:i,ne f:ilm13 of lead monoxide, (10~ .11, .15). Collini; anc! 
-'IhOII\as (15) have advanced a theory ·for z.i,nc oxide photpcondu~tivity 
based entirely on chemi13orption and surface photolysis. 
-tt this point, .it would be well to consider the four assumptions 
li~t;ed at the beginning of Chapte~ II in the light of the ex~et;"iment~l 
.results. 
'l'he first assumpt;i.on stated that thi::1re should be no,hole cotnponent 
of t;he photoconduct.;i.vity. The dark conductivity of all sa:mples 
e~amtned by Hall techn;i.ques has been found to be n~type, (26). No 
Rall OJ.' th~rmoelectricuieasure:men~s have been unde;rti;iken with a.sa:mple 
<;luring .any ti:me at which photqexeited carrie1;s might h~ve been present. 
H;pwever,.:in a;i;tificial. samples having both o:,:-iginal and g~oun9.f;iurfaces, 
a d.ecre,iise :i,n · photocurreilt during .a ,tong period -of illum.inat:i.on was 
noted, According to,Bube (36), this s;i,gnifi,ei; the pa;1;ticipation of 
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only one type of carrier and a lack of replenishment of this carrier 
at the electrodes. This ctrcumstantial evidence favors n-type photo-
conductivity, as does the oxygen dependence. Oxygen tends to accept · 
electrons to form negative ions, An adsorbed o~ygen ion could there-
fore become neutralized by trapping a hole. The effect o.f o~ygen on 
the photoresponse is such that a mechanism of this type most readily 
provides a satisfactory explanation. 
The second assumption was that 6n/n>>6q/q. Values of n in the 
natural stannic oxide samples were customarily near 1014 cm~ 3 • In a 
short exposure at ordinary light intensity, 6n/n = 0.1. Consider the 
sa~ple to be 1 x 4 x 8 mm3 , .with a surface area 4 x 6 mm2 under 
direct illumination. Then the number of added photocurrent carriers 
would be 3.2 x 1011 , and under the fourth assumption (6N = 6Q) the 
number of oxygen ions desorbed would be the same. To establish 
orders of magnitude, assume a monolayer of adsorbed oxygen consisting 
of one ion per surface oxygen site in which case q = 2 x 1016 cm-~. 
The value of 6q is approximately 1.3 x 1012 cm-P, so that 6q/q = 
7 x 10-4 , which is much less than 6n/n. lf there is only one tenth of 
a monolayer adsorbed, then 6n/n = 15 6q/q. No valµes of q have been 
measured, but for reasons that will be brought out later, it seems 
acceptable to assume that there is not more than a monolayer of 
chemisorbed oxygen on the surface of this material at room temperature. 
The third assumption was that processes gover~ing physical 
adsorption act rapidly in comparison with the eleGtron transfer 
involved in the basic rate-limiting process. At temperatures above 
0 99 K, there was an immediate response of the photocµrrent to a change 
in the oxygen pressure, implying rapid physical attachment from which 
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electron tran.sf.er could proceed. The· lo~1;1rithmic behavior with 
slope1;1 t'eflecting the availab:i.lity. ~f ~aseous oxygen, furnhhed 1j1dded 
.evidence that no,i:r;i.t;E1:i::,nedi1;1t;e·p:roce1:1ses appreciably,retarded the 
exchange, 
The fourth assumption was th~t of a one~to .. one correspondence 
· between t;he number o:1; des orbed . o;xygen. ions and the m;nber of photo .. 
conduction ehotrons. Thh aas\Ullpt:lon was used in the partial 
· justiUcation of the use of the second, assl.µ!lptiGln. The observatic;m 
of. a decay, linea:i:- with ln(t + :td), .with td 1:1 reproducible co;n1;1tl:lnt 
:l:or a given temperature and eample~ . indicates th1;1t. b.N/ 6Q is a constant 
but does not f:i.?!; any value. 
On the presumption that processes 1;1ssqciated w;i,th.second an.d 
fu:i:;the1;. 11:Jyers would no.t be. ident;icd to. thoae · i,q.volved in. t11:le 
observed in connection with the photoconductiyi,ty of stannic o:dde 
involve a si:rigl'!:! Layer of adsorbed .ions ...... i,n view of the rapidi.t:y 
of the changes described above, p;obably a .monolayer or lesa, Other .. 
wise the con1;1tant B o;f,Equation 11 might be e;xpect:ed to alter during 
:the cqurse of a decay. 
·Although an ironclad justification of all four o:I; the.aiss\Jil1ptions 
us~d caQ.not be presented on the ba!iJis ot tp.e experimental resQlt,~, 
it nevert;heless appean that the decay theory outlined in Chapter II 
~$ applicable to the case of $.tanniq o;x;ide. ·However,. all observations 
. indicate that the Sn02 st,q;:face mu1;1t be· cut before the interplay, between 
chemisorpt;ion and photoconductiqn :become~ evident 1,mder: the e:x;peri' ... 
. o 
mental pliysicd conditioµs, ·. i ,e., at t;emperatµ,reij betweep, 120 .K ~nd 
, ~20~:K and pressrnres between 5 K :LO-:-~ mm ll& and i:l<tmospheri~ p1;essure. 
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It is still not known whether the oxygen ions ta~ing part in the 
process dealt with here are diatomic op monatomic duriug the time 
that; they are chemically attached to.t;he·sudace,.nor whether the 
photolysis of lattice oxygen ma~es any appreciable contribut;ion. 
llowever,. it;. appears pos.sible to explain e:icperimental re1;1ults without 
Under the most intense tllmuinat~on used, a.typical sample wo~ld 
develop. a satu.rat ion .photocu:ue:nt corresponding .to a 6q of the order 
.. a cm , or about O. 01. mono layer, . at room temperature, · This 
figl\re could be increased, by.reductio:n of the ambient o:itygen pressure, 
and no·lowe; limit on the pressure producing a not:ice,!31:;>le effect was 
reached in the experimental worl<;. · SalQple XV:U showe9, evidence pf 
contim.ri,ng to respond to· presenire chan~es between, 10..,6 and .10.,..7 mm lig, 
although more i.n the photocur:l;'eµt d!:!cay than in the rise. Sat;u!:at;i,.on 
photocurrents showed the greatest variation with oxygen pressure in 
sample XIIIA, the surface of which had been roughened. Vacu\llll photo-
. curre"!lts between three and four times the photocu.rrents nieasu?:ed ;Ln 
air or oxygen at atmospheric pressure were noted in th.h. ~pecimen, 
apparently because of the increased, surface .. t;o ... bul~ :patio, Typ;i.ad 
saturation.photocurrent 1;ati.0$ for polished.natu-ral samples were in 
the J;"ap.ge between.1.,5 and 2, 
All naturd samples, as well as art;if;i.aial samples hayi:p.g rough~ 
ened surf(;l.ces, .showed the same t:undamental shapes of rise and decay 
, curves 1 .although the initial.rates of dse f1nd decay wet;"e noticeably 
. enh1;mced in reduced natural i;amples, Uri.d!:!r q9;ne of the at;t;ainable 
e:Kperimental conditions would the in,:i,tii:11 rate o;I: d.se or decay be 
reduced to'an.unmeaE1urable ~alue. )!'rom these 9b$ervati.ons it: is 
evident. that the same fundamental·processes dominate t;;he·photocon .. 
duction in this material throughout t;he temperature and pressure 
ranges employed in the present study. 
Approximate values o;E the chemisorbate density q can bi= calcu.lated 
.froni data obtained from long exposu:t;"es during which the phot;oc;:urrent; 
became saturated, if it is assumed that: 
1. thei;e are no photoconduction mechanisms other than the 
oxygen sorption process taking .part, 
.2. electron trapping in the bulk is negli~ible, 
3. the changes in carrier density are spread throughout the 
volume of the sample, 
4. chemisorbate density changes occur only on the directly 
illuminated portion of the sµrface, and 
5. the photodeso;i:ption rate. tetm h . instead of rem1:1in;i.ng 
constant as was assunied in the dev~lopment in Chapt:ei;- U, 
actuallyvaries linearly wit).,. the chemis0rbatre deas;i.tyq, 
.EJq1.,1ation 9b would then take the form 
a exp(~ bq) .., cq (28) 
where c is a constant embodying the dependence on light intensity. 
Then for the case of saturated photocurrent flowing under .constant 
illumination, the photodesorption rate wo1+ld be ~cqr and th(;\ 1;eadsorp ... 
tion rate cqr. Also, the adsorptioq rate at the in$t'.ant the phot:ocu:r:rent 
decay begins, assuming the influx 9:l; radiant energy to become zero 
:lnstantaneously, would be ~his same quantity. This rate ii, known for 
the decays following many e~tended exposures, 
Consi.der the results obtained from· lQp.g · expo~ures to ultraviolet 
illumination at high intensity of samph IV. Calcuhted values of 
6q = q9 .. q_f'· in O;leygen-:ric}). ambient~ ranged from 5,0 x-lOu cm .. ~ 
to 7, l · x 10:i.e ~m .. 1 . The value gf t!:ie geometdcal bctor x0 for 
this 1:1edei;; of e~periments ·w13s O .4 cm. Take a typical valt.le of 
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6q. at saturation to· be 6 x :1012 cm"' 12 for thiei sam:ple and light int«an!'r 
sity. Similar runs -using the same sample and. ill'!Winat:i..on in heli\.lIII 
and vacuuµi showed that the :t;'atio of sat:uration.phQtocut;";i:-ent in an 
essentially oxygen .. free amb;i,ent to, that in a.n o;leygen .. rich amb$.ent is 
g.ene'J'.'al ly neaIT 1. 5. ·Comparisons . Qf the ini t ia 1 decay slopes meas~red 
.for these same runs showed that observed.in c;>:K:ygen to be about 6,5 
times that in vacuum.or helium. 
Since 
(29) 
is the instantaneous rate measured, t~en the ratio of rates in two 
c;lifhrent ambients is a.ho. the rat:i,o between values of q, fot; the 
same two arilbie-p.ts. . Frol!I the· pt;"evious .. p~ragraph, . t:,hen, the qr :(:p an 
oxygen .. rich ambient is abot,1t 6,5 that in au o;i<:ygen .. free ambient, 
-+'his and the-ratio of satu;rati.on photoeurrents give twc:> equatiop.s 
:i,.nvolving qr and q9 , .which are 
a;n~ 
Resulting values of 4,q/qe are 0,94 and 0.6;3 :for v13cuw iand mxygen 
respectively. With Aq (vacuum) = 9 x _1oui cm"' 2 , the cor:i:responding 
value of qe is 9. 5 x: :lOJ. a ~Ill..,,:;a. 
(30) 
Sim:i.lar calculations ca;t:"l:';i.ed out usii;tg t:he dse and cle(!!1;1y dopes 
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o,f qe between 5 ;5 x .1oia cm""2 and 8 ~ 1012 C1;11-a ~ bµt the asE1ociated 
values of 6q/q, ;!;or incygen-rich ambients were unreasonably high, . i'lear 
0.9. For this reason the resuits ;i.n. the above paragr,aph a;r~ believed 
to provide a more nearly.accurate estimate of .q0 , Ful'.'thePllol:'e, there 
is no necessiEY to ascribe the same constant ratio to L/q at the 
beginning of illumination and the photocurrent saturation.tt~e, 
· These d,ecay rate ratios also ·provide a means o;f; estimating an 
"average" b, .since.if the pressure variation of the phydcaUy adsotbed 
.oxygen coverage is neglected~ one obtains at t == 0, 
~ (oxy~en) 
.29. (vacu1.UI1) dt; 
:;: 
exp[-bqr (oxygen)] 
exp[-bqr (vacuum)] 
Fo:i; the c;i:l,se cited, the· resulting vt;1lue of b i,s 6. 2 x 10"'13 cm2 , 
ihis and associated quantities will be covered.in greater detail 
shortly. 
(32) 
-The values Q:e qe calcuhted t;ibove, being no more t):i.an ~me per 
cent of a.monolayer, indicata that the chemicaUy.ads<;>rl;>ed O:i!;ygen 
~ec()tlles·attached at.surface sites varying .from the energetic norm 
by; virtue of an impurity atom or ion~ astructu+al.defect, or a.sut'face 
configuration of some unusual nature, 
·~hese values (!)f 6q/q may cast qoubt on the vaU.dity 0£ the·l'!econc:l 
ass\,lµlption 1,1sed in the theol;'.1etic.al developn;1ent. If the :ffon~rth as$ump., 
tion.continues to hold true, then both An/n and Aq/q are apprQximat:ely 
equal, having ma~im\.UD values near unity. The assumption.that the 
fracti(mal change in carrier density is. much. larger than the corres .. 
ponding ch~nge j.n chemisorbate concentr~tion a.llowed the. lineaJ;:i.zati;.o:p. 
qf: E (q). If this sim{'li:f;icatj,<;>11, car,,not be employed, then· a variation 
of, c,. w~th q become~ i"inportant, t;t'he ti.me· factor is alsQ -of some. 
importanc;:e in these consideratic;ms,. ipasmuch as ;iest.ricting .carr:i.e;r 
density changes to val1,1es an order of JDl;lgnitude pr more bdow the 
satut"ation va.lue may yet permit.the use of a constant-Ca in the-pom .. 
PVstations. This, cap be tested .in principle by oaloulating.the barr:i.er 
height change 6E, Ga, and the barrier layer thickness. d using .data 
obtdned-from the rise a;nd.decay curves•result;in,g.ft:om-an.exposure 
of short duration, 
lf.Equation 8~ which is the linear relationship between E(q) 
and q, _is rewritten as-a d;i,.ffet;'ence equation, _it tc!:lkes the·:f;om 
(33) 
· w-ith .Ca const1;1nt:. From the de:l;initj,.qn of the constant b, . elil /Ca =;: kl'b. 
Also, tiq = :K;0 tm. (Equation 10) and b ;::; 1;3:ic0 ... i (definition of ~), WH:h 
these substitutions·Equation,J2 bec::OJlles 
AE = kTB6n (34) 
i,n, which 6n is obtainabb fr~ phot;ocu\t'rent cu,:vf;ls if the assui:npt;ion 
that: mobility i~ not affected by illumination :i.s again used. TJ:,.,a 
constant B can be obtained horn. the - i;; lopes of logartthm;i.c decay cip::ves, 
whieh have bee'Q.-plotted as 6n/4nr vs. 1.n(t + td), ;JJ'rom.:Equation 17, 
the slope of such a plot is· seen t;o be (:j36nf rl . 
-The $ii;>pes o:t; logar;i,,thmic. decay curves resulting.from one .. minute 
exposures using sample IV are given in T~ble X. The room temperature 
value of (Btint ri is O, 12 ~. which with a 6nr ot 8 lC :lOllil cm"" 3 gives a 
» of rou~hly l ~ 10~:i.a cn,3. At; room. temperature,. kT :;; 0,025 eV,. and 
if the ent;ire r:i;se is consi4erre4, tpen 6n :;; Ant ;:; 8 ·lC -1oi 2 c;m'"" 3 • 
Therefore, t;he barrier height c:hange !or thh ·case is appl:'o~;i.mateiy 
. 0,2 eV. l'aking the l;lample volume..·a~4 area .il11,UI1inated as the geQme.t:rical 
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factors ot' i,n,terest? the val\le o;E x0 fo:i;- this ca~rn i,s O .1~ cm. '.l;'hi,s 
give$ a value for b of 8 x 10"'~:a cm3 , which in turn leads to Ca :::; 
0,8 µf/cm'/e.? using,Ca:::; e8 /bkT. I;f !;he static d;i.electri,c constant ;eor 
stannic oxide,is taken to be 24, as repotted by Berberich and Bell (37), 
this capacitance pe;r unit area _corresponds to·a barrier layer thickneu 
of i:ib0ut 5 x _10 ... 6 cm. Note that here the dire~t:ly calculated value for 
bis an order of magnitude greater t;han, that c,alcuh.ted.from decay 
slope ratios of long exposut;"es ·involving .the sai:nei sample with pressure 
dependence of the physically adsorbed oxygen coverage µeglected. 
This· discrepancy in the values of b rqay a.ho . b~ d4e to changes 
taking,place within the sample a1;3 a re~ult of.extended periods of 
illtmtino!:ltion._ The outstancling possib:Uity h altep,;ition of the barrier 
layer capacitance per unit ,;irea, ~a' The di.recti,on of change ~eems 
to be well establishC;ld, although rehtive magnit4des are not in, complete 
agt'.eeme'l;l,t. l'he vah,ies of B, which are directly proporti.onal to those 
ot b,..have been calculated.for decays resuiUng.from exposures having 
.durations of :S minutes and !>00 minutes, aho.involvi,i::i.g sample lV in 
oxygen at room temperature, but with a reduced light intensity. fer" 
tinent fig~re~ are given.in Tabie XV, 
Expo111ure 
time 
(mi.1;1.) 
5 
500* 
TA~LE l{;V 
fARAMETERS ASSOClATED WtTH CALCULA~ION OF B 
(SAMJ;1LE IV) 
Anf. L:inr (M,nr r-1 
ne (cm-3 ) 
1.018 1.8 ~ 1012 0.045 
1.057 5,7 X ._101a Or032 
*fhotocui;-rent reached satu;i::a-t:Lon 
B 
(cm""3 ) 
;,; -•· 
12,4 ~ -_10- 12 
4,7 :)I: '. 1 o-·· ltil 
In this case b shows a c;:lec:t;'ease by a facto:t;' of 2-6~ as compared to 
an order of magnitude in the earlier example. It is not cert;ain whether 
the light intensity is an influential factor in the changes indicated 
by these estimates, However, .all variations of bare consistent w:i.th 
increased i,urface "clean;i.ng" associated, with.longer exposures or higher 
light intensities. this would be expected to reduce the magnituc;:le of 
qr, reducing d and increasing Ca. 
If Equation 32 is now modified to take into account the possibility 
of a variation of qp with the oxygen pre13su'1'.'e, .as 
ffi) (0) = _qP_(_Q_) 
, - exp[~bqr(O) + b'qr(V)] 
(~) (V) 
(35) 
qp (V) 
where it has been assumec;:l that other hctors entering into the coeffi ... 
cient A a];'e · not affected, the. notations (0) and (V) refer to. oxygen 
and vacuum respectively, and values of band b' caLculated from the 
slopes of logarithmic decay curves a:t;'e used, the relationship linking 
. qP (0) and. qP (V) can be so-ught. :u this is done for. similar lcrp.g 
exposures involving sample IV in which the photocurrent reached satur.,. 
at;.ion, it is found that the ratio ot the two qP 's :is ot the order of 
ten, . qp (0) being the larger. This is far from being in agreeµient w:i,.th 
a linear dependence on the o:Kygen presirure as predicted PY elementary 
·physical adsorption theory, :lnasmucl). as the corr!;;!sponding prei:;sure 
variation covers approximately eight orders of magn:i,tude, Th:i.s seems 
to.indicate that the·physical adsorbate qoes not ach:i.eve equilibrium 
with the ambient at a rate compatible with the rate of conversicm 
between the two types ot adsorption. 
The estimated values of the pa.rameters associated with the barrier 
layer cited -for the case of one-minute exposures ~re rea•onable, _indi-
eating that the treatment described cannot easily·be ruled O\lt for the 
case of a short exposure-at room tempe:pature. Furthet'Dlore, seve-,::-al 
- factors used here may be in. error. . Foremost among. thes.e are the values 
of the dielectric constant and of x0 , It is not known how much the 
surface -layer value-for the dielectric constant va;i;i~s from.the bulk 
value. Also, the-value of x0 may -be too-large by a -factor possibly as 
large as five since the measured area-was based on a plane surface, 
while the effective surface area is larger depending on roughness on 
a scale beyond the available means of optical observation. A m9re 
accurate value of x0 would give a .larger b, a smaller Ca, a .larger d~ 
and -a smaller f:::.q/ 6.n ratio. This ill!proves the valilfity of the 6.q/q<<lm/n 
assumption. 
-The earlier analysis can b~ used to ev~luate A' and A, since 
BnrA' = td~i. For the same experimentai case involving a.short period 
9f exposure-the measured value of td was 2;3.sec and that of Dr was 
L08 x 1014 cm- 3 , giving.A'= 4 x 10""3 sec- 1 and A= A'n = 4 x-1011 
cm- 3 - sec- 1 , n haying -remained near 10H cm..,. 3 • 
-Turning to lower temperatures, .the use of this metho\i h beset 
by several problems, among them the lack of carrier density data. Of 
greater interest, however, are the changes which take place in the 
shape of the decay curve and the decreased dependence on a~bient oxygen. 
Both of. these effects point to a decrease in the rate of physical 
desorption of chemically desorbed oxygen as the tempej['ature is-lowered,. 
This is-further evidenced by the lessening.of the initial decay.rate 
with.increasing time of exposure-at low.tempe?"atures which,.along with 
the comparatively sma'll oxygen depende_n_ce, ._ shows that a reduced amount 
• ',I ~.' 
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of physical desorption continues to take place even near the·liquefaction 
point of oxygen (see Figures 11 and 16, Table IX). This is in qualita-
tive accord with a general thet'lllal picture of physical adsorption, and 
indicates physical desorption energies of the order of hundredths of 
an electron volt, 
From.Chapter ;rr,. the chemisol;'ption rate is linearly dependent on 
the concentration qP of the physicaUy adsorbed species, At room 
.. temperature this is essentially. a dependence on the oxygen press1,11;e 
ap.d a sticking coefficient, but ae the temperature decreaees the resulte 
imply that a pressure-independent component of qP comes into play and 
. finally becomee the factor dominating the chemiso;rption ·process. Or in 
other words, at lower temperatut;es the time required .for the concentra-
tion of physically adsorbed oxygen to achieve equilibriWII with the 
ambient. is greatly increased. 
';L'he same general model.is applicable to the case of artificial 
samples on which the surfacee have been roughened. These show behavior 
at i-oom temperature highly simHar to 1;:hat of the natural samples, 
inch1ding the oxygen depen,dence of saturti!tion photqcurrent:: and a loga~ 
rithmic decay rate which is &lso dependent on the oxygen pressure. 
·However, the greatly different conduct::ion and photoconduction charac• 
teristics observed in artificial specimens retaining their original 
surfaces show.that a somewhat di:fforent. surface must be considered if 
the chemiso:rption model is to be extended to thel;le samples. ~e 
element of the photoconductive behaviol;' associated with the grown 
surhces which can be cor-;relateddirectly with that of the mechanically 
altered i;;urfaces is the wavelength dependence of photoresponse. A 
moderately slowphotocurrent rise curve also is noted, but saturation 
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if; reached .in considerably ·less· tii;ne and there is no m.easurable oxygen 
. dependence .. l'he decay of photoc1,.n;-rent; under contin;ued .ill\lnlination in 
an expos4re extending over a period of at least sever.d minqtes indi,.. 
cates, .according to,Bube (36), that only one sign of carrier is l)lobile. 
Although .this does not indicate whether the carriers in this case are 
hples or electrons, it is in t:1t leasti partial agreelllent with the first; 
assumption stated at the outset Qf the development in Chapter ll, 
which permits only one sign of photocurrent carri~r and in addition 
specifies that this carrier must be of negat;i..ve sign, 
The slowing of photocurrent decay with decrea~i,ng temperature 
in samples having grown surfa~es shows that a potential bar~ier lies 
between the bulk of the carriers patticipating in the photoconduction 
process and the recombination sites. l~ the chemisorptiqn model the 
s·urface layer forms such a barri~r, . opposing the flow o;f electrons t:o 
. s·everal hundredths of an electron volt is indicated. 
ln the natural samples the faster photoc4rrent de~ays at lowest 
temperatures were exptained in terms of'. physically adsol;"bed 9xyg1;:n. 
This suggests a cause for the rapid decays seen at room temperature 
with th1;: grown surfaces, which in turn provides a basis for analyzing 
the behavior of these surfaces in terms of the chemisorption model. 
·Since the coefficient a is by definition linearly dependep.t on 
the carrier density n and the concentration .qP of the physically 
. adsorbed species) let a = ynqP, . so that . Equation 9a becomes 
(36) 
where n and the chemisorbate density q are time-dependent q4antities, 
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Since in these samples the dark current is two to three orders of 
magnitude less than the saturation photocurrent, the carrier density 
n(t) can be considered to consist of only the. photoexcited carrier 
density, and the fraction of the remaining photocurrent at time t 
during a decay ;i.s then equal to n(t)/nr, .where nr is the carrier den-
sity at saturation. Let q0 be the total concentration of adsorbed 
oxygen~ both chemically and physically bound. In the dark, then, 
q0 = qe + qP. The physically attached oxygen density qP may be depend-
ent upon both the pressure of the ambient and time, the latter var-
iation arising from a possible difference between the rate of conversion 
by incident radiation of chemisorbed oxygen to physi~ally adsorbed 
oxygen and the rate at which the physical adsorbate can attain equilib-
rium with the ambient. It is not known whether the sites associated 
with physi,cally adsorbed oxygen converted by light trom chemisorbed 
oxygen are distinct from those a~sociated with oxygen physically 
adsorbed as a normal consequence of the contact of the surface with 
the ambient . It is evident, however, that at room temperature and 
lower temperatures a considerable density of recombination sites is 
readily available and that there is no noticeable pressure effect on 
the chemisorption rate. These general bit.s of experimental information 
indicate that either there is an equilibrium physi,"cal adsorbate con,. 
centration exceeding--possibly by an appreciable factor--the chemisorbate 
density and having sites indisting~ishable from the sites associated 
with chemically desorbed oxygen remaining physically attached, or that, 
independent of the physical adsorbate density in the dark, essentially 
all chemically desorbed oxygen remains physically adsorbed during the 
period of illumination. In either case, q0 may be assumed to remain 
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constant, . so that. fol;' a decay cluring' .which the ·pt'ijSSure is no.t changed 
qP (F , t ) :;; q0 - q ( t ) . 
Wtth this, .the decay equatiQn can .be written 
q(t)}xp[-bq(t)J 
which ·for the first case, that .for whic.h q0 >>qe, h equiyahnt to 
.;1nd for the second case, using q0 = C/.e, bec;om.es 
dgJt) :;; ynf (q9 .. qt >[n£:~J2 exp[ .. bq (t)] 
g •. ~ 9 (t>, = ~ 
qe ,. qt nf' • 
,Consider;Equat:l,<:m ~7b,.wh~ch with q11 :>>q8 reduces to 
dd~t) = yntqo[n~:2Je~p[~bq(t)] 
(37a) 
(37b) 
(37c) 
(38) 
in which the· quan,tities dq/dt and n/r;i,r a.re obtainable from any. su(fi•. 
cient;ly s-low decay curve, such as tlwse 1:esulting .from low tempeX'ature 
measurements. Sucp c~rves, being o:f the same general sh~pe as the 30~ 
'millisecond decay cul;'ve~ seen a.t room temperature in the same sa1,I1ple 
and the decay curves observed .in natural samples at low temperat~res 
following a short pe:r:iod of illum:Lnat;ion (see lower cl,Jt've in F;i.gure Hi), 
are believed to be representat:ive o:f the adsoX'ptfon,.influenced proce!iis 
under consideratio11- here. 
Several. decay curvei:; -for sample Gl; have been e:ii:amined a:eter the 
initial fast-portion in tenqs of the above quantitie$, to reveal any 
trends wh:l,ch might favoJ;" the applic~tion o:f dther,Equ~t;ion,S7cor 
. ?;quation 38. ,To s:i,mpli{y notation~ . let ~ :::: di/dt o: dq/dt and. let 
· F = n/nr • These and rehted q\lantities have been -1:i,l!lted bel0w .·in 
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'l'able XVI for several data point;s taken :f;;rom the decay ,;:urve of saII!ple 
0 GI at. 190 .K. 
F 
0,09 
0.10 
0.13 
0.16 
Q;2Q 
0;23 
';rABLE XVJ: 
VARitTION OFF ANDS fOR SAMPLE GI AT 190°K 
s S/F ln(S/F) 
·0.21 .2,3 0.833 
0,31 3.1 1,131 
0,49 3;S 1.335 
0,70 4.4 1.481 
1.22 6.1 . 1.808 
1.56 6.8 1,917 
sti2 
·25.6 
31.0 
29,2 
27.5 
30.s 
· 29,5 
Results of the same general nature were obtained from decay curves for 
which the temperature was lower, .the lowest b~ing 122°K, At temperatures 
o a above 200 K, .more scatter appears in the values of SF"" , Values of the 
ratio of the· highest value of sp-a to the lowest are 1, 13, . 1, 21, . 1, 64, 
0 
and 1,57 at 133,,.190, 208, arn;l 222,K,.respectively. l'he random char .. 
acter of the scatter~ along with the fact thi1:1t it increa13es with increas.-
ing te~perature (increasing rate of decay), ~trongly indicates that it 
1;1rises from reduced precision associated with measurements of smaller 
quantities. 
·~hat SF~a shows a tendency to remain essentially constant as F 
variesJ while there is no obvious .simple relationship between S/F or 
ln(S/F) and F, shows i;iot only that.Equation 37c with its attendant 
relationships between carrier densities and adsorbate densities .is the 
more suit~ble expression for describing these decays, but that the 
exponential factor is relatively unimporta.nt (note that earlier :i;esults 
indicate b and q change iri. the. i,;ame direction), This i.n turn implies 
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both that the fraction of chemiso~bate "cleaned" off the surface is 
small and that the oxygen which is chemically desorbed remains physi-
cally attached. rurthermore, thi~ indicates that the sites on which 
chemically desorbed oxygen is physically held are in some manner differ-
ent from those involved in the usual physical aqsorption arising from 
the contact between surface and ambient. A question that is not answered, 
however, is whether there is any exchange between the two types of 
physical adsorption sites, i.e., whether those oxygen atoms (or molecules) 
~hich have been chemically desorbed by the action of the incident 
radiation are free to migrate along the surface, subject to replacement 
by other physically adsorbed oxygen, or are "locked" in their respective 
sites. The temperijture dependence of the decay rates shows that the 
assumed surface barrier layer is influential in the photocond~ction 
process in the grown samples having their original surfaces, anp, hence 
that a surface mechanism can be responsible for the photoconductiye 
b~havior in these samples as is the case with those having mechanically 
altered surfaces . A chemisorption mechanism is favored over a photo-
lysis mechanism despite the abs!;!n~e of a measurable oxygen pressure 
dependence. 
No values of q could be calculated for the grown sample~ having 
their original surfaces, there being no applicable carrier density data 
available. If these samples are taken to have a dark conductivity, of 
10-a ohm""' 1 -cm.,. 1 and a carrier mobility of 100 q:na /V-sec, the carrier 
density would be 6 x 101 0 cm~ 3 • Corresponding saturation values of 
An ' and 6q would then be approximately 1013 cm- 3 and 1011 cm-~, respec-
tively, for a typical case at room temperature. 
That grown surfaces and cut surfaces should have different 
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time rates associated with -their behavior, particularly at high temper-
atures, is not surprising when the possibility of different types of 
sites arising from t he different methods of surface preparation is taken 
into account. A grown s urface tends to incorporate only crystallographic 
planes which provide for a minimum surface potential energy under the 
conditions of growth, while a cut surface- -particularly in a material 
like stannic oxide which does not show well ... defined cleavage ... -will con-
tain other planes and hence different types of adsorption sites, This, 
of course, points to the likelihood of different energies for physical 
desorption in the two cases. 
A summation of the relationship between the surface behavior and 
th~ photoconductivity is illustrated by Figures 20(a), 20(b), and 20(c) 
(see page 100) . Inasmuch as ground and polished natural samples at 
room temperature were the most thoroughly studied, the model chosen for 
the discussion is based on this situation. The chief differences between 
this model and one that would be more suitable for the artificial samples 
or low temperature behavior . li~ in the amounts of physical desorption 
taking place. 
Figure 20(a) depicts the energy bands at and near the surface of a 
natural sample in the dark at room temperature. Oxygen chemisorbed on 
the · surface in the form of O or o; holds a net negative charge on the 
crystal surface , with the consequence that a depletion layer is formed. 
in the dark, conductivity is n-type and takes place primarily within 
the bulk. The surface potential has a height ~o as defined by the 
picture. 
In Figure 20(b) an ultraviolet photon is absorbed to create a 
hole-electron pair near the surface. the electric field existing in 
' 
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F;i.gure 20. Inf14enc;e ot' fhot;oconduction on Surface 
. Eqei;gy ~and~ :Ln. Stannic Oxid~ 
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the barrier layer causes the ~lectron to ·move into the bµlk while the 
hole is drawn to the surface. There the hole combines with and neutral-
izes a chemisorbed oxygen ion leav~ng the electron produced w.ith the 
hole by the photon absorption in the conduction band in .the bulk. This 
increases the carrier density and hence the conductivity. The reduction 
of the net negative charge density at the surface results in a decrease 
in the height of the potential barrier, so that . ~1 <~0 • The chemically 
desorbed oxygen is free to become physically desorbed and with a 
saturated photocurrent there is a balanced exchange 9f electrons between 
the crystal surface traps and the bulk. 
In Figure 20(c) illtunination has recently been discontinµed and 
decay is in progress. Because of the reduced surface potential, con-
duction electrons can more easily approach the surface where they .may 
possibly recombine with a hole-oxygen atom (or molecule) configuration 
to form a chemisorbed oxygen ion. As this recombination progresses at 
a rate determined by th~ concentration of physically adsorbed oxygen at 
the sur!ace, the excess conductivity decays and the barrier potential 
increases, ~2 approaching ~0 as the decay nears completion. 
Measurements of the dark conductivity and the contact potential 
indicated that there is no appreciable reaction between the stannic 
oxide surface and ambient oxygen without excitation by ultraviolet 
light. Te sts with air and oxygen bubbled through water failed to 
· produce a catalytic effect like that observep in single crystals of 
zinc oxide. (15). The pressures at which the greatest oxygen-induced 
changes in the photoconductivity of natural stannic oxide occur lie 
between 10- 2 and 101 mm Eg . An upper limi t appears t o lie below 150 
mm Hg, but no lower limit has been found. 
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· E.ffects of Oxidat:Lon and :R,educt:lon 
.. 'l'he refmlts o:I; oxidation and :t;'educt:;i.on WE:lre strange in that both 
p:t;'oduced a pet;n1anent lower:lng of the <:lark conduct:i,vity, the latter by 
a cons~l'.lerably large'!'.' factor. ';l'his rules oµt the dominanc;:e of an 
oxy~en vacancy mechanism in the electr;i.cal conductivity of n1:1,tural 
st;annic oxide. The colorations produced in the samples used :;i.n these 
experiments not only indicate the·presence of impuritiE:ls, but 13how that 
a change in the state of ionization may have occurred i.n · one or more 
impurities, A valence change in a transition metal impµr;lt;y would 
suffice to explain both the coloration and conductivity changes. This 
rein:!;01:;ces. ef1rlier · findings that fl&t;l.l:ral samples JDc:IY. i;;how some impl,l.rity-
band conduction. (26). 
Svrhce erosion in 1:1 hot hyd'l'.'ogen atmosphere :i,s mc;:ist likely due 
to the decomposil;:ion reaction 
(~9) 
with the subsequent evaporation of e~cess tin, 
'l'he V!':lry high surface res;L:;;tance measu:t;'ed in ~ample VUIJ3 an(;} the 
sharp rise and decay of photocurrent ob$erved in s~rnplei;i VlIIA and VIIIB 
suggest that the surfaces of thesE:l samples were affected by heat so as 
to more nearly approach the configuratio'Q. of a grown surface. 
:f:io important change$ in optical transmission or the wavelength 
distribution of.phqt;.oresponse were observed ineithet oxidized or 
reduced samples. 
·Effects of Indi\llll Diffusiol;l. 
The decrease in conductivity obse~ved in a specimen into which 
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indium metal had been diffused can be interpreted as being due either 
to the effects of heating or to the action of a trivalent impurity, 
which in a substitutional position would be expected to act as an acceptor 
and thus reduce the conductivity of an n-type material such as the 
stannic oxide used in the experiments described. 
The reduction of photosensitivity, however, indicates the indium 
produced some alter.a tion in the surfaces of the two samples used. 
While the basic character of the photocurrent rise and decay was not 
appreciably changed, the wavelength shift of the photoresponse peak in 
sample II points to the addition of a step in the processes linking 
photon absorption and the entry of a photocurrent carrier into the 
conduction band. The fact that the peak is located at the same wave-
length as the short . wavelength cutoff is -significant, suggesting the 
possibility of indirect optical transitions and an energy gap of a 
some~hat greater width th~n had previously been thought for these 
~amples. The larger energy gap, near 3.9 eV, could then involve direct 
opti~~l transitions, while the smaller apparent "gap," n.ear 3.5 eV, 
would result from the indirect transition~. An indirect transition is 
one in which a lattice phonon enters int9 the absorption or emission 
of a photon ~nd, brings an energy difference, not always evident in 
elementary_ optical measurements, into the proc~ss. Sµch -phonons may 
be either absorbed or emitted in this kind of a transition. 
. • • ' • • 1 • 
Suggestions for Further Study 
Several questions, relating to both surface properties and more 
general features, have arisen during the course of the present study 
of stannic oxide. Probably among the most important is the apparent 
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ambiguity in the measured values for the energy gap . . Measurements o~ 
the reflectivity, along with a detailed determination of the absorption 
coefficient as a function of wavelength in very thin monocrystalline 
plates in the near ultraviolet region of the spectrum, would reveal 
the presence of indirect tran::iitions. A more detailed determination 
of the wavelength distribution of photosensitivity over a continuous 
range between 250 and 400 mµ might furnish additional useful information. 
More ·precise knowledge of the general properties of the artificial 
samples is needed. This includes measurements of the c.onduct;i.vity a~d 
Hall mobility as a function of temperature, direction of Hall emf, and 
optical charact:eristic,s. Also needed is a determination of the impurity 
content of these samples, and their reactions to oxidation and reduction 
experiments. 
A comparison , possibly by a field ~missiop technique, of the surface 
structures of samples retaining their original surfaces and of samples 
which have been subjected to any form of surface abrasion should be very 
·helpful in ascertaining the fundamental reason for the striking differ-
ences in the behaviors observed. Such a technique would also provide 
a means for a more direct observation of sorption processes. 
The actual amount of oxygen physically desorbed might be measured 
by either of two high vacuum methods. Probably the simplest of the two 
would be by determination of pressure changes brought about by ultra-
violet irradiation of a sample enclosed in a small high vacuum chamber 
of known volume. Such measurements could be made concurrently with 
photoconduction measurements and the results of the two correlated, The 
other method would employ a vacuum microbalance and high surface-area 
powder samples. The nature of such a measurement would almost certainly 
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rule out the simultaneous detepnination of any electrical . paramet.er but 
could furnish highly accurate data on the amount, and conceivably the 
surface concentration, o~ physically detached material. 
A comparison of the results of experiments similar to those de-
scribed .in the :present study, but with stannic oxide crys.tals having 
atomically clean surfaces, should be highly informative. In particular, 
it should settle the q1,1estion of whether photolysis--.the detachment of 
lattice atoms or ions under illlllnination of sufficiently short wave-
length~-occurs in this material. Supposedly such surfaces could be 
obtained by cleavage or by bombardment with ions of an inert gas, 
either of these operations necessarily being done in ultrahigh vacutllTI. 
Several types of contact potential measurements other than those 
performed are obviously needed. Foremost am9ng them is the determination 
of the change in the height of the potential barrier under direct ultra-
violet illlllnination, which would necessitate the use of a grid-type 
reference electrode. An ambient which might prove to be of interest in 
measurements of both the contact potential and the dark conductivity is 
atomic oxygen, which could most readily be supplied by the breakdown of 
ozone produced by a spark gap within the system near the sample. Very 
strict temperatl.lre stabilization of sample and apparatus, along with the 
use of more sensitive instrlllnentation, might also reveal slight ambient 
effects due to diatomic oxygen on contact potential and dark conductivity , 
Temperature tolerances would have to be to within O.l~K or less, and the 
change in barrier height expected should not exceed 0.01 Vat room 
temperature. 
A more specific knowledge of the ionic character of the chemically 
adsorbed species might be revealed by a study of the paramagnetism 
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associated with the st,;1nnic o:dde l\!Urface under various conditionE,1 and 
furth~r chemic,;11 vari!flt.ion o:f; the ambient may aho prove to yd.eld -
detailed info;t1nation of this nature. Gaseous compounds containing 
-
oxygen could produce effects indicating catalysis, Among a-wide 
assortment of such compounds only water vapor has yet been tested. 
Othel;' reacti~ns.mi.ght be.induced by·the pI1esen1;e o:f; halogens, with 
their high electron at'finity, 
·The employment of AC methods in the various types of.photocon~ 
du._ctiv:i,ty,measurements might provide a. sensitivity of detection wh;!..ch 
would be partict,ilarly_important in t;emperature and wavelengt;p dht:ri~ 
but ion work. . 'l'he vdue of l:i)uqh techniq'1es in -ambient work would 
depend on physical sorption characteristics. 
l<.nowledge of low temper1:1tu:re·mobili.ties. and carrier densities, 
as well as values of the sutface mobility and card~t' deni;ity at alt 
tell!peratures, is still lacking. In view of surfac;e tnobility effects 
discusaed .by Schri.ef f;er 08) such measurements cov.ld pi:ove to be of 
vaiue in the development of an all .. iaclusive picture of the-stannic 
oxidE,\ si.irfac;e. 
A, means of more-closely-examining c:>ne of the-impottant. assumptions 
used .in the·present work, _that of .unchanging carrier mobility under 
varying illumination, _has been proposed by lhlb·e and MacDc;m1;1ld (;39) in 
the form <;>f J;>hoto.,Hall measurements. · Such .measurem(:lnts revel;ll not only 
mobility chang~s in4uced by· the-. illumination which -J?rodµces p.hotocon,,. 
duativity_. but. detect changes i-n the· ;relat;iv~ den~itie~ of t;he two 
·' 
signs o:I: current carriers due to . thi.a illumination. 'l'echnique1:1 .;fpr 
Photo-Ha_ll -mea~urements ·in matel!'ials having conductivities as· low as 
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Whether the oxygen (:lorption phenomena discussed here ar:e cQllllJlon 
to all oxide semiconductors or occur only ,in -spec:Lf;i.c c.ompou1,1.ds. has 
· yet to, be detepr1ined. A pardld study of r\l,tiler~tetr,agop.al titan:i.Ulll 
d,ioxi,de .. ~would be of gre;3t interest~ inasi;n1,tap. as this aoµipo~nd ia a 
near twin to·stannic oxide with the-important difference that conduo-ticin 
takes ·place in a narrow.Jd .. banq as op~osed to the· broad ... band condt.u:~tii;:m 
observed _ in both stanniq oxide and z_inq oxide. The behavior of 
tetragonal lead dioxide should aho ·prove to, be Qf considerable si,gni• 
!:i.cance, as could that pf SOII!e -of the lllore complex o;x:;i.des suah a_s the 
-titanate!:!, -An ;i.mproved understanding of the surface electt'icaJ 1:;>ehavior 
of oxide-materials is important in advancing the technology,l!l;f; spech.i ... 
ized .:fields such as catalysis whe,:,e J:;hey i:11reacl,y find w.ide appli.pat;ion. 
An invest;i.gation which bean a- i:.pecic!Jl :i:-elat:i.onship to the work 
descr:l..bed herein is now under way i,n this.laboratory. ;Field effect 
stµdies designed to provide add:i.tional verification of the conclusions 
reached.in this report-are in-progress. lt is hoped that they will 
give. independent data on surface ·potentids. a.long w:i,th ene;t"gie1:1 li!nd 
densities of trapp~ng states, 
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